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PREFACE 
111 the theory of AbeUau groups, the concepts of pure, neat, high and V^ asic 
subgroups etc. are well known. A lot of work has been done on closed groups, quasi-
isomorphic groups, isot>-pe subgroups, (a; + n)-projective, totally projective groups 
and uniformly quasi-isoinorphic families of groups etc. Some of these results have 
been generalized for modules over Dedekind rings and hnp-rings. Singh [42,43,45,46], 
Khan [22,23,24,25,26,27 etc] and Mehdi [31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41, etc] gen-
eralized these concepts for TAG and QT^G-modules over the associative ring with 
unity. However many fundamental results on quasi-isomorphic groups, Ulm invari-
ants, quasi-isomorphic invariants, upper basic subgroups and congruent groups etc 
remained untouched. Therefore a need was felt to study and generalize these con-
cepts for modules. 
Here we generalize these concepts for QTj4G-modules over an associative ring 
with unity. This study is significant as most of the results do not depend on the 
structure of the rings, rather they depend on modules with some properties. 
The present thesis comprises four chapters having various sections. The first 
section of each chapter provides an introduction to its contents. The number like 
2.3.5 indicates result 5 of section 3 of chapter 2. The numbers in bracket refer to the 
references hsted in the bibliography. Many result of this thesis have been published 
or accepted for the publication. 
In chapter one some basic definitions and results which are required to prove 
the results in the subsequent chapters have been stated. It serves the purpose to 
acquaint the reader with the terminology and basic facts often used and also to 
make thesis as much self contained as possible. 
The concept of quasi-isomorphism of QTAG-modules was defined by Mehdi [40]. 
Two QT^lG-modules are quasi-isomorphic if they contain isomorphic cobounded 
subniodules. Therefore the study of cobounded submodules becomes significant. 
Chapter 2 deals with these modules and it is proved that cobounded modules inherit 
basic submodules. We then impose some restrictions on the basic definition of 
([viasi-isomorphism and find tliat quasi-isomorphic modules with these restrictions 
are structurally very diff^erent. Here we generalize many results of Cutler [6,7,8,9], 
Hill [17,18,19] and Beaumont [4]. We also obtain the conditions under which a 
submodule A'' D Hk{M) has a basic submodule containing Hk{B), for every basic 
submodules B of M. We also characterize QT AG-modules (which are direct sums 
of uuiserial modules) in terms of their Ulm-invariants. 
If M^M' and M is a direct sum of countably generated modules, then we 
obtain the conditions under which M' is also a direct sum of countably generated 
modules. It is interesting to note that property of being a closed modules is a 
quasi-isomorphic invariant but being a direct sum of closed modules is not a quasi-
isomorphic invariant. 
Fuchs [12] mentioned the importance of upper and lower basic subgroups. Here, 
in chapter 3 we generalize this concept for QTAG-raodnles. It is found that each 
basic submodules B of M is contained in an upper basic submodules B" and also 
contains a lower basic submodules S'. If two submodules A'^ , K of M are congruent 
modulo M, then N = K and M/N = M/K. But these conditions are not sufficient. 
Here we obtain the sufficiency conditions in terms of Ulm invariants. 
In the last section of this chapter we generalize the concepts of high-chains, 
compatible isomorphism and a;-summable groups [6]. We infer that every QTAG-
module of Ulm type u is an isotype submodule of the completion of cj-summable 
QTAG-modu\e. It is also found that M, M' of type < u> are isomorphic if and only 
if there exist compatible isomorphisms fi : Mj -^ M[, where high chains of M, M' 
generate these modules respectively. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of totally projective QTAG-vnodvXes, ex-
tension of bounded modules and uniformly quasi-isomorphic families of QTAG-
modules. If M/N, M'/N' are isomorphic, totally projective QT^lG-modules where 
N C M, A'^ ' C M' are isomorphic nice submodules, then the isomorphism from N 
onto TV' may be extended to the isomorphism from M onto M'. 
In the next sec:ti(Mi we study the equivalence of epimorphisms to study the ex-
tensions of bounded (7r.4G-modules. Then we study the families of modules which 
are uniformly qua.si-isomorphic. We prove that if M, M' are direct sums of count-
ably generated reduced QTAG-moAwXe then M = M' in A/B if their corresponding 
Ulm factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic.In the last section we further generalize 
these results for totally projective QT/lC-modules. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography with the author's name in alphabetical 
order is given enlisting books and papers which have been referred to in this thesis. 
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Preliminaries 
C H A P T E R I 
PRELIMINARIES 
Section-1 
1.1. Introduct ion 
In this chapter we have coUected some basic definitions and resuh,s relevant 
to the stndy of QT^G-niodules. In the theory of Abelian groups the concept of 
neat, pure, basic, high subgroups, divisible and closed groups etc. are very signifi-
cant. Some of these concepts were generalized for modules by R.B. Warfield [48], H. 
Marubayashi and S. Shigh [42,43,45,46] etc. Later on K. BenabduUah, M.Z. Khan 
[22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29, etc.] and A. Mehdi [31,32,33] generalized various results 
for 52-modules. S. Singh [43] called them T^G-modules and proved that the results 
which are true for TAG-modules are also true for QTAG-modules [43]. 
Throughout the thesis all the rings R considered are associative with unity, and 
the modules are torsion and unital right /?-modules. 
In the second section we state some definitions and properties of QTAG-modules 
and their submodules, with the concepts and properties of /i-neat, /i-pure, basic and 
/i-divisible modules etc. In section three the definitions and properties of closed 
modules are stated. Some refer to them as torsion complete modules. It is found 
that closed modules are also dense with /i-topology. The last section introduces 
certain homomorphisms, the cardinality of the generating set g{M), final g{M), a-
projective modules, totally projective modules, Ulm submodules and Ulni factors 
etc. 
Sect ion-2 
1.2. S o m e Bas ic C o n c e p t s 
Defini t ion 1.2.1. A moduk; M is said to be uniform if the intersection of any two 
of its non zero submodules is nou zero. 
Definition 1.2.2. Let Mn be a module, then x G M is said to be iiuitbnn \i xR is 
a unifonn module. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let M be a nou zero module. Then a finite chain of submodules 
of M — MQ 5 3/I 5 • • • 3 Mn = 0 is called the composition series of length n for 
M, provided that Mi/Mj+i is simple for every i. 
Definition 1.2.4. A module M is said to be uniserial if it has a unique composition 
series and the decomposition length is denoted by d{M). 
Definition 1.2.5. A QrAG-module M is said to decomposable if it is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules [2]. 
Definition 1.2.6. Let x be a uniform element, then d{xR) is defined to be the 
exponent of x and is denoted by e(.r). 
Definition 1.2.7. A uniform element y e M is called predecessor of a uniform 
element .r G A/ if x G yR and d{yR/xR) = 1. 
Definition 1.2.8. A unital, torsion module M is said to be the TAG-modu\e (or 
S'2-module) if it satisfies the following: 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic image of M is a 
direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Gi\-en any two uniserial submodules U and V of a homomorphic image of M, 
for any submodule W of U, any non zero homomorphism f : W —> V can be 
extended to a homomorphism g : U ^ V, provided the composition length 
d{U/W)<d{V/f{W))[A-S]. 
This also implies that every element of M may be written as a finite sum of 
uniform elements. Without loss of generality we may consider uniform elements 
onlv. 
Definition 1.2.9. A module satisfying only the first condition of Definition 1.2.8 
is said to be the QTAG-module [43]. 
Definition 1.2.10. Let x be a uniform element of M. Then supd{U/xR), where 
U runs through all the uuiserial submodules of M containing x, is defined to be the 
height of X in M and is denoted by HM(X) or simply by H{x) [24]. 
Definition 1.2.11. For every k>0, Hk{M) denotes the submodule of M generated 
by the uniform elements of height at least k [24]. 
Definition 1.2.12. Let M be a QTAG-module. The submodule generated by the 
uniform elements of exponent at most k is denoted by H''{M) [24]. 
Definition 1.2.13. Let M be a module, then the sum of all simple submodules of 
M is called the socle of M and is denoted by Soc(A'/). A submodule of Soc(M) is 
called a subscole of i\/. 
Definition 1.2.14. A module M is said to be bounded if there exists an integer n 
such that H{x) < n for every uniform element x G M [45]. 
Proposit ion 1.2.15. Any bounded QTAG-module M is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules (CoroUary 1, [45]). 
Proposition 1.2.16. If A/ is a QTAG-module and A'' is a submodule of M then 
N can be embedded in a bounded summand of M if and only if the heights of the 
uniform elements of A' in M are bounded (Theorem 3, [23]). 
Remark 1.2.17. The submodule of M generated by the uniform elements of infinite 
oo 
heiglit is denoted by MK Equivalently Af = fl W/c(i\/)-
A:=0 
Definition 1.2.18. A submodule A' C AI is said to be high if it is a complement 
of y\/' i.e. M =^ A ' ® . U \ 
Definition 1.2.19. If A' is a submodule of a QTAG-module M then a submodule 
K of M is A -^high if it is maximal with the property A' fl A' = 0. 
Definition 1.2.20. Let A^  be a subiuodule of M, then A^  is said to be essential 
in M if A^  n T 7^  0 for every non zero snbmodule T of M and M is said to be the 
essential extension of N. 
Proposition 1.2.21. If N is essential snbmodule of M, then Soc(iV) = Soc(M). 
Definition 1.2.22. A submodule A' C M is said to be h-neat in M if Hi{N) = 
NnHi{M) [24]. 
Definition 1.2.23. A submodule A^  of M is said to be /i-pure if HkiN) ^ N 0 
Hk{M) for every A- - 0,1, 2 , . . . , oo [23]. 
Proposition 1.2.24. Every direct summand of a QTAG-module is h-pure. 
Proposition 1.2.25. Every bounded pure submodule of a QTAG-module is a 
summand (Theorem 1.3, [43]). 
Proposition 1.2.26. If M is a QTAG-module such that M/K = (N/K) © {T/K), 
where A^ , T and K are the submodules of M and K is /i-pure in N, then T is also 
h-pure in M. (Corollary 2, [24]). 
Proposition 1.2.27. If A'^  is a submodule of a QTAG-modnle M and H^/lx) = 
HM{X) for every uniform element x G Soc(A^), then A^  is /i-pure in M (Lemma 1, 
[23]). 
Definition 1.2.28. A QTAG-modnle M is called /i-pure complete if for every 
subsocle S of M there exists an /i-pure submodule A'^  of M such that S = Soc(A'^ ) 
[22]. 
Definition 1.2.29. Let M be a QTAG-module. A subset {xji G / } of uniform 
elements of M is caUed /i-pure independent if it is independent in the sense that 
Y^XiR is direct and Y^x^R is an /i-pure submodule of M [27]. 
Definition 1.2.30. For a QTAG-modn\e M and an ordinal a. H„{M) is defined 
/)<rr 
Remark 1.2.31. Since LO is the first infinite ordinal 
oo 
Definition 1.2.32. A QTAG-modu\e M is said to be a pillard module M/H^{M) 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.2.33. For an ordinal a, a submodule A'' of M is said to be (7-pure if 
H(i{M) n iV = H0[N) for all /3 < a [43]. 
Definition 1.2.34. A submodule N of M is said to be isotype in M if it is cr-pure 
for every ordinal CT [43i. 
Definition 1.2.35. Let M be a QTAG-mod\i\e and A^  a submodule of M. An 
element x G M is said to be a proper with respect to N if H{x + N) > y for every 
y ex + N. In other words if H{x) = a, then x ^ Ha+i{M) + N [38]. 
Definition 1.2.36. A submodule AT of a QTAG-module M is nice if for every 
ordinal a, there exists an elements xv G N„+i/N„ which is proper with respect to 
A, [38]. 
Proposition 1.2.37. A submodule A^  of a QTAG-modu\e M is nice in M if and 
only if Ha{M/N) = {H„{M) + N)/N for every ordinals a [38]. 
Definition 1.2.38. A QTAG-moduIe M is called /i-divisible if / / i (M) = M [25]. 
Proposition 1.2.39. A QTAG-raodule M is /i-divisible if and only if every uniform 
(>lement of Soc(.l/) is of infinite height (Lemma 2, [25]). 
Theorem 1.2.40. A QTAG-niodule is /i-divisible if and only if M is a direct sum 
of infinite length uniform submodules (Theorem 3, [25]). 
Theorem 1.2.41. If M is a Qr.4G'-module and A' is /i-divisible submodule of M, 
then A^  is a direi:t summand of M (Theorem 4, [25]). 
Definition 1.2.42. Lot .1/ hn a Ce>r.4G'-iiioclule. The divisible hull of M is the 
intcHsectiou (if all divisihle (/7\46'-iuodviles containing M. In other words it is the 
smallest divisible Q^^^G-niodule c'outaining M. 
Definition 1.2.43. A Qr.AG-niodule M is said to be reduced if it is free from the 
elements of infinite height. Equivalently it may be said that M does not have a 
divisible^ subniodule. 
A subniodule of a cxclic module need not be cyclic but this happens if the rings 
are (/m/;)-rings. To define a (/),7?,p)-ring we need the following: 
Definition 1.2.44. An /L-niodule .1/ is projective if for every diagram 
M 
N > K > 0 
3 
with exact row of i?-modules there exists a homoniorphism 7 : M —> N such that 
the diagram is comnuitative i.e. /J^ = a. 
Definition 1.2.45. An /?,-uiodule M is iujective if for every diagram 
0 > N - ^ K 
1 9 
M 
with exact row of /i'-modules there exists a homoniorphism h : K —> M such that 
the diagram is commutative i.e. hf — g. 
Definition 1.2.46. A ring R is A^jctherian if it satisfies A.C.C. 
Definition 1.2.47. A ring R is hereditary if every ideal of /? is a projective R-
module. 
Tlieoreni 1.2.48. A ring R is her(!ditary if and only if every subniodule of a 
projective" /i'-module is projective. 
(i 
Definition 1.2.49. A ring R is said t,o be prime if the anuiliilator of a uou zero 
ideal of R (as an /t'-inodule) is zcno. 
Definition 1.2.50. A ring is hounded (/iny>)-ring if it is bovmded, hereditary, 
A'^ oetherian and prime ring. 
Definition 1.2.51. If M is torsion module over a bounded (/),np)-ring R then M 
is called a E-module if all of its high submodules are direct sums of cyclic modules 
[26]. 
Proposition 1.2.52. If M is torsion module over a bounded (/inp)-ring R then M 
is a S-module if and only if Hk{M) is a E-module for fc > 0 (Corollary 16, [26]). 
Proposition 1.2.53. If .1/ is torsion module over a bounded (/inj;)-ring R and A' 
is a submodule such that N D H;^{M) then A^  is a E-module provided that M is a 
E-module (Corollary 17, [26]). 
Proposition 1.2.54. Let M be a reduced QTAG-module. Then M is a E-module 
if and only if / /A(:U) IS a E-module for all k = {),l,2,- • • , cx). 
Proposition 1.2.55. Every /i-divisible module is injective. 
Basic submodules of a QTAG-module play a significant role in the study of 
QrAG-modules. 
Definition 1.2.56. Let M be a QTAG-modnle. A submodule B of M is called a 
basic submodule of M if the following conditions hold: 
' f c > 
(i) B is an /i-pure submodule of M, 
(ii) B is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(iii) M/B is a direct sum of uniform modules of infinite length i.e M/B is /t-divisible 
[27]. 
Remark 1.2.57. Basic siilnuodule B of M can be written as B = 0 B,, where 
each Bi is a direct sum of iiniserial modules of knigth i [27]. 
Theorem 1.2.58. Every QTAG-module contains a basic submodule (Tlieorem 1, 
[27]). 
Theorem 1.2.59. Let M be a (7r.4G-niodule and B be a submodule of M with 
oo 
B = 0 B„, where each B,, is a direct sum of \miserial niodules of length n, then 
n = l 
B is a basic submodule of M if and only ii M = Bi ® B2-• • e Bn ® {B;,. H„{M)), 
where B^ = B„+i © B„_2 ® • • • (Theorem 2, [27]). 
Proposition 1.2.60. Let M be a QT/lG-module and B be as in Theorem 1.2.59, 
then B is a basic submodule of M if and only if Bi ® ^ 2 • • • ® B„ is a direct sununand 
of M and is maximal with respect to the property (B-^ © B2 • • • ® S„) n H„{M) = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.61. Any two basic submodules of M are isomorphic (Theorem -5, 
[27]). 
Theorem 1.2.62. Let B = ^B, be a basic submodule of a QTAG-module {Sr 
niodule)A/. Then M can be written as M = Sk® Mk where Mk = B^ - Hk{M), 
Bl = Bk+i © Bfc+2 ® • • • and 5"/,. is the maximal summand of M bounded by k. 
(Theorem 9, [25]). 
Remark 1.2.63. The above decomposition is called //B-decomposition. 
Section-3 
1.3. Closed Modules and Topological Considerations 
Towards the dehnitiou of a closed module we need the following: 
Definition 1.3.1. Since every ./; € M can be uniquely written as a hnite sum of 
uniform elements. We define /i-exponent of an element x E M as follows: 
/; - <'xp(:r) =. in;ix{r(v/i), ('{0.2), • • • , <'(«„)} 
where x = ui + u-i + • • • (/„ with u,; uuit'onii [31]. 
Definition 1.3.2. A sequence {•?'„} is said to he a Cauchy-sequeuce if Xk — . 'A- I G 
Hk{M) for every A: and h, — exp(x-„) of :(;„, are Ijounded for every integer n [31]. 
Definition 1.3.3. An element x G AI is the limit of the Cauchy sequence {.;„} if 
.T - Xf,. e Hk{M) for all A- = 0 ,1 , • • • , oo [31]. 
Remark 1.3.4. The sum and difference of two Cauchy sequences is also a Cauchy 
sequence. 
Definition 1.3.5. A QTAG-inodu\e M without elements of infinite height is said 
to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in M has a hmit in M [31]. 
Remark 1.3.6. Intersection of two closed QTAG-modules is a closed QTAG-
module [31]. 
Theorem 1.3.7. A QT^G-module M is closed if and only if A/ = B where 
B = Y2Bi. the complete direct sum of S;'s [31]. 
Corollary 1.3.8. Two closed QT/IG-modules are isomorphic if and only if their 
basic submodules are isomorphic [31]. 
Theorem 1.3.9. Every direct summand of a closed QTAG-module is closed and 
direct sum of a finite number of closed QT/lG-modules is closed [31]. 
Theorem 1.3.10. A QTAG-n\odn\e without elements of infinite height is closed if 
and only if its socle is closed [31]. 
In /i-topology the set of modules Hk{M), k = 0,1,2, • • • ,oo forms a base for 
the neighbourhood system of zero. We call the submodules of M closed with respect 
to //-topology as complete modules. 
Definition 1.3.11. A submodule N of M is said to be complete \i N = N — 
Pi {N + Ht;{M)), and A^  is called the completion of A^  with respect to the /^-topology 
A.=0 
[ 1 1 . 
Remark 1.3.12. M^ is the completion of zero module. 
Definition 1.3.13. A subiuodule A'^  of M is said to be dense if N = M. 
Section-4 
1.4. Ulm Submodules and Totally Projective QTAG-Modules 
Here we state some important definitions and results which are general in nature 
but significant for the next chapters. 
Definition 1.4.1. Let M be a QTAG-inodule. It defines a well ordered sequence 
of subodules M ^ M^ D M^ D M^ D • • • 3 Af = 0 for some ordinal T. Here 
A/1 = fl Hk{M), Af^+i = {A-ry and M" = f] KF if a is a limit ordinal. M" is 
said to be the crth Ulm sub module of M. 
Definition 1.4.2. The crth Ulm factor of a QTAG-module M is the quotient 
M"/M"''^ = Mc. Mo, Ml, • • • , M^, • • • (cr < r) is said to the Ulm sequence of M 
and r is the Ulm type of il/. 
Definition 1.4.3. For a Qr^lG-module M, the ath Ulm invariant of M, /A/(C7) is 
the cardinal number ^('5Q(//^(M))/Soc(//a+i(M))y 
Definition 1.4.4. For a submodule N of a QTAG-module M, the crth Ulm invariant 
of TV with respect to M is defined as f„{N, M) - 5('Soc(//^(M))/((i/<,+i(M) + A0n 
Soc(//,(A/))) [38]. 
Definition 1.4.5. For the ordinals a and (5, 
(i) /? G Q means 0 < /3 < a, 
(ii) u) is the first infinite ordinal and u* = UJ — {0}, 
(iii) C denotes the cardinahty of the set with the power of continuum. 
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Definition 1.4.6. \JC\ M and M' he two QTAG-modules and N asubmodule of i^/. 
A honioniorphisni / : .V —> A/' is Innght increasing honioniorphism if //^/'(/(x)) > 
HM{X) for all ./: G N. 
Definition 1.4.7. Two QrAG-niodules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic (il/^.U') if 3 
subniodules iV c A/, .V C A/' and integers m,k such that Hk{M) C TV, H„,{M') c 
./V' and A^  ^  A^ ' [40]. 
Theorem 1.4.8. Let A/ and A^  be QTAG-modules. If A/ and A'' are quasi-
isomorphic then M/M^^N/N^ and A/^  S .V^ [40]. 
Theorem 1.4.9. If M^M'. Then M is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and 
only if M' is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Theorem 1.4.10. Let A/ and A/' be quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modules. Then A/ 
is closed if and only if A/' is closed [40]. 
Definition 1.4.11. Let a be an ordinal. A QTAG-module A/ is called cr-projective 
if H^(Ext(A/, O) = 0 for all QTAG-modules G. 
Definition 1.4.12. A reduced QTAG-module M is called totally projective if 
H„(Ext{M/H„{M), C)] = 0 for all ordinals a and QTAG-modules G. 
Remark 1.4.13. A/ is totally projective if and only if M/Ha-{M) is cr-projective 
for every ordinal a. 
Remark 1.4.14. Direct sums and summands of totally projective QT AG-modules 
are totally projective. 
Remark 1.4.15. A totally projective QTAG module of Ulm type < CT is a-
projective. 
Remark 1.4.16. A Qr.AG-module A/ is A'-projective if and only if Hk{M) = 0. 
Remark 1.4.17. Direct sums of uniserial modules are totally projective and u,'-
projoctive. 
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Definition 1.4.18. A QTAG-modu\e M is {ui + l)-projoctive if there exists siib-
uKxlulo N C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uuiserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.19. A QTAG-module M is (uj + /c)-projective if there exists sub-
module N C H''{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.20. For any QTAG-module M, g{M) denotes the smallest cardinal 
number A such that M admits a generating set X of uniform elements of cardinality 
A i.e. # (X) = A[43i. 
Definition 1.4.21. The final g{M) or finc/(M) of a QTAG-module A/ is defined 
as the infimum of //(//^.(.U)) for A- = 0,1, 2, • • • , oo i.e. finy(M) = inf g{Hk{M)). 
-2 
Quasi-isomorphisms, 
Ulm invariants and some 
properties of QTAG -
modules 
CHAPTER II 
QUASI-ISOMORPHISMS, ULM INVARIANTS AND 
SOME PROPERTIES OF QTAG-MODULES 
Section-l 
2.1. Introduction 
The concept of quasi-isomorphism of Qr^lG-modules was defined by Mehdi [40]. 
Two QTAG-modules are quasi-isomorphic when they contain isomorphic cobounded 
submodules. Therefore the study of cobounded submodules becomes significant. 
Section two deals with these modules and it is proved that cobounded submodules 
inherit basic submodules. We then imposed some restrictions on the definition of 
quasi-isomorphism and find that quasi-isomorphic modules with this restrictions 
are structurally very different. Cutler [6,7,8,9], Hill [17,18,19] and Beaumont [4] 
studied quasi-isomorphisms of abelian groups. We generalize many of their results 
for QT/lG-modules. 
Section three is devoted to the study of submodules of a QTAG-module M 
which contain Hk{M). We investigate that if Hk{M) C N C M, then A'' has a basic 
submodule containing Hk{B) for every basic submodule B of M. We find that this 
is true under certain conditions and obtain them. 
In Section four quasi-isomorphic QT^G-modules which are direct sums of unise-
rial modules are characterized in terms of their Ulm invariants. We also characterize 
quasi-isomorphic modules M, M' in terms of their Ulm invariants if M/H^{M) and 
M'/H^j{M') are direct sums of uniserial modules. We then prove some decompo-
sition theorems. It is found that for a decomposable QT/lG'-module M = ^Mi, 
the cobovmded submodules of M may he represented as the direct sum of /f/^.(.'\/j)'s 
for some k. Furthermore if M,/H.^iM,) is cotmta.bly generated for every /'. then 
M' ^ M impli< 8^ that A/' = ®M[ where M'^M,. 
For two (}uasi-is()iii()rphi(: modules M and M', if M is the direct sum of count-
al)ly gcMiciated modules then it is natural to ask whether M' is also a direct sum of 
covmtably generated modules or not. Section five tells about the conditions under 
which this is possible. Furthermore we investigate quasi-isomorphic invariants. It is 
interesting to note that the property of being a closed module is a quasi-isomorphic 
invariant but being a <iir(>ct sum of closed modules is not a quasi-isomorphic invari-
ant. 
Section-2 
2.2. Quasi -Isomorphisms and some Restrict ions 
Quasi-isomorphism oi QTAG-modules were defined by Mehdi [40]. These were 
studied in relation to the direct sums of uniserial modules, cyclic modules, basic 
submodules, closed modules etc. We further study this concept with respect to 
cobounded modules with some restrictions. 
To start with we need the following: 
Definition 2 .2 .1 . Two QTAG-modules M and M' are quasi-isomorphic if 3 posi-
tive integers m, k and submodules N C M, N' C M' such that 
//„,(-U) C .V, Hf,iM') C A '^ and N ^ N' [40] 
Definition 2.2.2. A submodule A' of M is cobounded if M/N is bounded. 
Remark 2.2.3. Tw(j Qr.4G-modules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic (denoted by 
M^M') if 3 coi)ounded submodules A^  C A/, A '^ C M' such that N ^ N'. 
The /i-topology arises as the submodules Hk{M), k = 0,1,2, . . . , o o form a 
neighbourhood system of zero. The submodule A'' C M is complete li N = N = 
P) (A'' -I- Hf^.{M)) and A' is the c(jmpletion of N with respect to /i-topology [Ij. Fur-
thermore A'^  C M is dens(> if A' = M. The coljounded submodules are investigated 
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ill tiin light of /(-l,()i)ol(\i;y and it is fouiul that cohouiided subinodules inherit l)asic 
siil)in()(lules and fvn.(]{M) of a. QTAG-nuAnXi' is a, quasi-isoinorphic iiivaiiaiit. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let .V l)e a cobonnded siihinodulc of a Q^-'^G'-iuodule M. If the 
snbniodule B is pure and dense in M relative to //-topology then B D N is pnre and 
dense in N. 
Proof. A divisl)le QTAC-modulo M has no proper cobonnded snbniodule. There-
fore (B + N)/B = M;'B as B + N - M and 
X/{BnN) = {B + N)/B - M/B 
=> B n N is dense in .V. 
Now A^  is bounded and Soc(5) is dense in Soc(A'/) => Soc(5 n A'') is dense in 
Soc(A^). 
Since B n A^  is cJe-nse in iV, it is sufficient to prove that B fl A'' is /i-neat in N. 
This wonld imply that B D A" is //-pure in .V. 
Let X e (S n A') n Hi(N) such that 3 ;/ G A' and d(^^] = 1 . As B is pnre 
\xR/ 
in M, 3 z e B such that d( — ] = 1. Since Soc(S) is dense in Soc(M) and A'' is 
cobonnded y-z G B + X and y — z-a G A' for some u e Soc(B). Now z + u G BilN 
and d({z + U)R/XR) = 1 i.e. B n A" is //-neat in .'V. 
Remark 2.2.5. g{M) denotes tli(! cardinality of the generating set of M and 
Un g{M) is the mi{g{Hi,{M))) k — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , oo. For a cobonnded subinodule A', 
fin g{M) = fin .^(A') implies that for a basic snbmodnle B of M. fin g{B) = fin g{M). 
Now the above tlieorem iinmediately infers that fin g{M) of a QT/lG'-nrodule 
is invariant nnder qnasi-isoinorphism. 
Corollary 2.2.6. For a cobonnded snbmodnle A^  cjf a QTAG'-module M and a high 
snbmodnle K C M, N n K is high in A'. 
Proof. Since K is high in A/, Socf.U) - SociA')::BSOC(M^), where hP = Q H^iM) 
and Soc(7V) = Soc(iV n A') + Soc(A'^) as N^ = M\ Again .V n K is pnre in TV, 
therefore iV n /v is high in N. 
To investigate pine and dense snbmodiiles of a cobounded subniodule' of a 
QT^G-module we proceed as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.7. If A'^  is a cobounded submodule of the Qr.4G-module M and if 
B is pure and dense in N then there exists a pure and dense submodule K of M 
which is maximal such that B — K r\ N. 
Proof. Let K be the maximal submodule of M such that Kf^N = B. Now K is h-
neat in M. For x € Soc(i\'/) there exists an element y E K such that xR = yR + zR 
—- ) = 1 and the purity of B 
zR / fx'R\ 
ensures the existence of x' G B such that d[ —— 1 = 1 and x'R = z'R, 
\ zR J 
=^ x = y + x' + {z-x')e Soc{K) + Soc(N) C Soc(K) + Soc(B) 
=> K is pure and dense in M. 
Now B = K f] N is cobounded in K because A'^  is cobounded in M. 
=> 5 is a direct sum of uniserial modules if and only if A' is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. 
Remark 2.2.8. For a cobounded submodule A' of a QTAG-mod\i\e M there is a 
function which maps the basic submodules B of M onto the basic submodules BCiN 
oiN. 
We now impose some restrictions on the definition of quasi-isomorphism and 
determine the difference between quasi-isomorphic QTAG-modu\es with these re-
strictions. To start witli we need the following: 
Definition 2.2.9. Two QT^lG-modules M, M' are SB quasi-isomorphic if 3 sub-
modules A^  C M, N' C M' and positive integers m and k such that M = N', 
M' ^ N, H,n{M) C A' and Hk{M') C A^ ' i.e. M^M'. 
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Definition 2.2.10. Two QTAG-modules are purely quasi-isomorphic if for some 
[)osiMve integers in and k there exist pure submodules A^  C M and A^ ' C M' such 
that M D N D H,„{M). M' D X' D Hk{M') and A^  ^ A '^. 
Definition 2.2.11. Two QTAG-modules M and M' are summand quasi-isomorphic 
if there are submodules A' C M, N' C M' and positive integers m and k such that 
A^  ^ iV, M ^ N® K. M' = A^ ' ® K', H„^iK) = 0, Hk{K') = 0. This is denoted by 
Definition 2.2.12. Two QTAG-niodules M and M' are strongly quasi-isomorphic 
{M'^M') if there are submodules N C M, N' C M' such that N ^ N' and M/N 
and M'/N' are finitely' generated. 
Definition 2.2.13. Two QrAG-modules M and Af are strongly summand quasi-
isomorphic (A/^ ® i1/') if there are submodules N C M, N' C M' such that M = 
N ® K, M' = N' ® K' where /C and A'' are finitely generated. 
Definition 2.2.14. Two QT^lG-modules M and Af are strongly SB quasi-isomorphic 
if 3 submodules A^  c M. N' C M' such that M/N and M'/N' are finitely generated, 
A' ^ A/' and A'' "^ M. 
Definition 2.2.15. Two QTAG-modules M and M' are purely SB quasi-isomorphic 
if 3 positive integers m,k and pure submodules TV C M, N' C A/' such that 
M D N D H,n(M) and M' D A'' D Ht{M'), M ^ N' and M' ^ N. 
Remark 2.2.16. Each of the above restricted quasi-isomorphisms defines an equiv-
alence relation on the family of QTAG-modules. By the following proposition we 
shall prove that Definitions 2.2.12 and 2.2.13 are equivalent. 
Proposition 2.2.17. For the QTAG-modnles M and M', M^M' if and only 
A/^ © A/'. 
Proof. Suppose" M = M' i.e. there exist submodules A^  C A/, A'' C M' such that 
A' = N' and M/N and M'/N' are finitely generated. Since M/N is finitely generated 
tlieic exists a suhiuodulc^ A'l C .V such tli;it M/Ni is also finitely generated and 
M ^ Nx ® L. Siniilaily tluuv exists N[ C A '^ with finitely generated M'/N[ and 
A/' = A'; e L ' . L(>t / ; A' -^ X' ho the isomorphism. Then yV/(A i^ n / -^ ( iV() ) is also 
finitely gcnierated. Again 3 a, submodule K C Ni n /"^(A^() such that N = K © K'l 
vvliere /\'i is fiiiit(^ly giMieraied. Now A'l = K ® {Ni D R'l) such that A^ 'i n K'l is 
finitely generated. Then^forc^ M = /-C ® (A i^ Pi A'l) © L where (A'l H Ki) © L is 
finitely generated. If f{K) --- K' then N' = f{K © A'l) = K' © /(A' l) where 
K' C A';. Therefore A'; - K' ~ (/(A'l) H iV() and A/' = K' © (/(A'l) n 7V0 © L' 
where (/(A'l) n A'J) © L' is hnitely generated. Since K = A'', Af^ © M'. Converse 
is trivial. 
Now we shall pro\-e that two strongly SB quasi-isoinorphic QT-AG-modules 
differ by summands of bounded order upto isomorphism only. 
Theorem 2.2.18. Let A/, M' be QT.AG-modules and by / /^-decomposit ion [The-
orem 9, 25] M = S .^ e Ah, M' = SI® M^ for all k > 0. If M and A I' are strongly 
SB (luasi-isomorphic then 3 a jjositive integer k such that Mk = A/(.. 
Proof. Since M=M' flie\- ar(> .strongly siunmand ciuasi-isomorphic i.e. there exist 
subniodules A' C M. X' C M'. such that g{M/N) < oo, g{M'/N') < oo; M ^ N' 
and M' = A^ Here g{M) denotes the cardinality of the minimal subset of M which 
generates A/. Since M/N and M'/N' are finitely generated there exist submodules 
.Vi c A', A^ ( C A '^ such that //(.U/iVi) < oo, g{M'/N[) < oo. As A^i, N[ are direct 
summands of A/ and . 1 / ' r(^si)ecri\ely, their purity is evident. Thus M = Ni®N2 and 
M' = X[ © A^ where A//A"i ^- X,, M'/X[ ^ N^ and N^ N[ are finitely generated. 
Therefore we may choose a positi\-e integer k such that Hk{N2) — H]^{N'<^ = 0. Now 
Hk[M) = Hu{X{) and //^.(.U') = //A.(A'{), thus by [Theorem 2.1, 34] A^ ^ ^ (iVi)fc 
and A'(. ^ (A'Ot. This implies that A4 ^ A^ ;^  ^ {N[)k = Mi 
In order to prove that M. M' satisfying Definition 2.2.15 are isomorphic, we 
ne(>d the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2.19. Let A/ and M' be 6^r.4G-modules such that M ^ M' © A^  and 
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M' ^ M e N' with l)ouu(lo(l N ;uul A". Then A/ = A/'. 
Proof. Now M = Af S -V ® A', wlunv A' ® .V is bouuclod. If / ^ ( A ' 0 A'') = 0 
tluMi M = St, ® A/, and S, = S, ® A' 0 A" 5^  5 , ® iV'. Thus A/' = A/ * A '^ = 
A4 ® ( 5 , © N') ^ M, e S, ^ M. 
Theorem 2.2.20. If A/, A/' am pundy SB qua.si-isoiiiorphic Qr.4G-inoduIes then 
A/ ^ M'. 
Proof. Since A/, A/' are purely -"''"i^  ([uasi-isomorijhic, there exist pure subniodules 
A' and A '^ and positive integers m and k sucli that M D N D H,„{M), A/' D A" D 
y7A.(A/'), A/ 5^  A '^ and M' ^ N. 
=> M/N and M'/N' are bounded. 
=> A'^  and N' are sumniands of A/ and A/' respectively such that A/ = A' ® vVi, 
A/' = A '^ ® A (^. Here JVI and A^ ( are bounded. 
=> M ^ A/' © A^ i and A/' ^ A/ © A'[ a.nd l)y Lemma 2.2.19 M ^ M'. 
Renicirk 2 .2 .21. The Qr/ lG-modules Z{ir) and Z{p) over Z are quasi-isomorphic 
but they are neither SB quasi-isomorphic nor purely quasi-isomorphic i.e. Definition 
2.2.9 and 2.2.10 are stronger than ciuasi-isomorphism. It may be easily observed that 
Definition 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 are also equivaknit and consecutive definitions impose 
stronger restrictions. 
Section-3 
2.3. Submodules of Q T A G - M o d u l e M Containing Hk{M) 
Here we investigate the high suljuiodules and basic submodules containing 
Theorem 2 . 3 . 1 . Let A/ be a OT\Arr-nu)dule and A' a submodule containing 
Hk{M)- Th(!n for a. high submodule K Z A/, there exists a high submodule L 
of A' such that I\ D L D Ht,{[\). 
II) 
Proof. Let K ho a, high sul)iuociul(> of M. This iiiiphes tliat Hi,{I<) is a high 
sul)ino(hil(! of Hi^,{M), Hk{K) Q N a,ii(l Ih{K) H N^ = Q. Let L be the maxiinal 
subinodule of A^  such that K D L D Hk{K) and L n TV' = 0. Suppose 3 r t iV, 
X ^ L sucii that (L + xR) n A'' = 0. Since K is high in M, (.r/? + /v) n A'' ^ 0 
imphes that B y e A', 2 G A^  such that z^y =^u^ 0, « 6 A '^, d{xR/zR) = n. Now 
z,u e N therefore y G N. Since y G A^  fl AT, y G L and (xi?, + L) n A^^ ^ 0, which 
is a contradiction. Tiiis imphes tliat L is higii in iV. 
Remark 2.3.2. Let M be a QTAG-inodule and A' a subinodule of M containing 
Hk{M). If M is a E-module [26] and B is a basic submodule of M which is also 
a high submodule of M, then there exists a basic submodule B' of A'' such that 
B D B' D Hk{B). Here B' is a high submodule of A^ . 
The following results are also related to this problem: 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let M be a reduced QTAG-module and A'' a submodule such 
that A'' D Hi{M). For a basic submodule B' of A^  there exists a basic submodule B 
of M such that B D B'. 
Proof. Since B' is the direct sum of uniserial modules we may write B' — [J St;, 
k=i 
k oo 
Sk — ® B'j, B' = ^ Bl and each B'- is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
i = l ; = 1 
i. 
Now A' = 5A. e Nk by //B-decomposition, i.e. Nk = (Bf, Hk{N)). Thus 
5fc n iV, = 0. Since Soc(A f^c) = Soc{H,{N)), S^ n Hk{N) = 0. Also Hi{M) C A', 
=> St; is contained in a maximal (A: + /)-bounded summand of M i.e. heights of 
elements in M are bounded by k + l. 
Clearly B' may l)e extentl(?d to a l)a.sic submodule B of M which is the required 
sul)module. 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let M l)e a QTAG-module such that M = 5 .^ 0 i\4 [HB-
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decomposition). If A'^  is a subinodule of A'li, coutaiuiug ///,.(.U), tlieii there exists 
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a l)asic subinodule B of N sucli that B = Yl ^i with //\/^(.;;) = /' — 1 for aU 
X e Soc(L,). 
Proof. We consider a submodule B of N such that B = |J 5, i.e. x G 800(5;+!) 
i=k+l 
imphes that H;ii^{x) < i and 5i+i = 5;®Li+i such that if x G Soc(Li+i), //,\/^.(,r) = i. 
Now B satishes all the properties of a basic submodule of A'. 
Let Ak+i = {L\L is a sununand of A' and if x 6 Soc(L), HM{X) = k}. If 
Ak+i = 0, let Sk+i = 0 and if -4^+1 7^  0 let 5^+1 be a maximal element of Ak+i-
The existence of a maximal element is ensured by Zorn's lemma. After defining 5; 
we define Si+i as the maximal element of A+i = {L | L is a siunmand of A'. S, C L, 
Hiviki^) ^ '^  foi' '•'' ^  ^ ^iicl L = Si (B L' such that y G Soc(L') means HM^{y) = i}. 
To show the existence of this maximal element we consider Ai ^ 0 for some i. 
Ai+i may be partially ordered by the set inclusion. Consider the chain Li C L2 C ... 
0 0 
in Ai+i. Now [j Lj = L is pure in A^  since each Lj is pure in A^ . L is bounded 
because x G L implies that x G Lj for some j and Hn[^_{x) < i implies that L is a 
summand of A'' [Theorem 3, 48]. 
Since Si C L and Lj is a summand of Lj+i, Lj = S^-i ® /^ l- such that for 
X G Soc(Lj.), HMki-^') = i and Lj+i = Sk+i®L'j_^^ with HM,^{X) = Z for X G SOC(LJ+I). 
We may write L^ = Ex//? such that e(x;) = /c/ + 1. Now 3 yi & Soc(L'-^J such 
that d{xiR/yiR) = fc;, otherwise Hj\[^_{yi) < -^ Suppose x; ^ L'j^^. Since x; G L_,+i, 
x/ = u + 2; where u G 5/,-^i, 2; G L^+j and d{xiR/yiR) = '^/ = d{ziR/yiR). 
Again L^  is pure in Lj>i, L^^i ^ ziR® K or Lj+i = S/,^i ® ui? © 2//? ® K. 
Now L -^^ i = (ui? + ziR) ® A', hence contains uR + 2//? + xiR. Since x; G Lj was 
arbitrary we may choose L'^^^ to contain L'y Therefore L = (J Lj = 5; © ( U -^j) 
and L has the desired properties. 
If we put B = IJ .5',: then B is pure in N and it is a direct siuu of uniserial 
luodulcs. To proves that B is a basic submodule of A'' we have to show that N/B is 
//-(livisil)l(! (or (livisibl(>). 
Let ./: e S()((.V) sm-h that x ^ Soc(B) and HM^{X) — m, Hx{x) — n. 
=> 3 z e N sucli that d{zR/xR) = n. 
Since S^^+x i^  maximal, x e Sm+i imphes that either Sm+i ® zR is not pure in 
S or HM^,{X + fi) > ni for some y e Soc(5„i+i). 
If 5„,+i © zR is not pure in A' then there exists yi € Soc(S'm+i) such that 
Hxiyi + x) = ki > k. Let zi e N such that d{ziR/{x + yi)R) = fci. 
Now HA.[^{X + yi) < m and x + yi 0 S„i+i, 
^ either S,„^\ ® ziR is not pure in A'' or / /A/^(X + Vi + y) > m for some 
y e Soc(5',„+i). 
If S,n+i © 2ii? is not pure in A'^  then there exists y2 E S„,+i such that Hj^{x + 
III + yi) — k2 > ki > k. Thus in both cases there exists y G Soc(5'„i+i) such that 
H'^f^{x + y) = rui > m. Now x + y ^ Sm+i and there exists y' G Sm +i such 
that HM^{X + y + y') = riii > nii > m. On repeating this process we find that 
H\;/B{X + B) is infinite. 
=> N/B is divisible and B is the basic submodule of A''. 
Section-4 
2.4. Qu£isi-Isomorphisms of Direct Sums of Uniserial M o d u l e s 
If two QTylG-modules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic then 3 submodules A'^  C il/, 
A '^ C M' and integers k,l such that Hk{M) c N c M, Hi{M') C N' C M' and 
j\r ^ N'. 
These two integers k.l may be replaced by a single integer n = max(/cj) such 
that Hn{M) C A' C M. H„,{Ar) C A '^ C M' and N ^ N'. 
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Now we study these coiKlitions in terms of Uliu invariants. As defined in chap-
ter one, for all ordinals a. /A/(O;) is the a*^*' Ulni invariant of M where fM{a) = 
g{Soc{Hn{M))/Soc{Ha + ]_{^^))• Uhn invariants of QTAG modules were defined by 
Singh [42]. Wc^  now gcnieralize some more results of [4]. We shall prove that two 
modules A/, M' which are the direct sums of uniserial modules are quasi-isomorphic 
if and only if there exists an integer k such that for all integers n, r > 0, 
r 2k + r 
EMn + k + j) < EfM'in + j) 
J=0 j=0 
and 
r 2k+r 
E JM'(^i + -^ + i) < E fMi^ + J) 
j=Q i = 0 
( / ) 
To prove this let us consider two QTAG-modules M, M' such that A/ = 0 Bj 
oo 
and M' = 0 B-, where B, and S- are the direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
i which satisfy condition (I). 
Also consider the set of all cardinal numbers {ao, a i , . . . , a , , . . .} such that 
(i) ao = Ko, 
(ii) Qi > No for all i > 0, 
(in) for z > 1, a; = g{Bji) or a, = g{Bji) for some j , i, 
(iv) ii g{Bi) > KQ then g{Bi) = «/,_ for some ki and if ^(B-) > KQ, then p(5-) = Q/^  
for some /j. 
To start with we need the following lennnas: 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let KQ C M and /<'o C A/' be direct sums of uniserial modules such 
that 
fM{n) if /A/(n) < Ho 
JKM 
Ho if ./A/(n) > Ko 
2;] 
f lM'{n) if jM'in) < HQ 
[ Ho il- /A/'(n) > Ho 
0 
a, 
0 
« t 
if 
if 
if 
if 
/A/(n) < a, 
/A/(W) > a, 
/A/'(n) < a, 
hi'in) > ai 
0^ 
For / > I, l(>t A'. C M aiul A'' C i^/' l)o tlic direct sum of uuiserial modules 
such \\\<\\ 
fK,{n) .-
fK'in) 
(>0 />() 
Proof. If fM{n) is finite, tlien . / A J / ' ) = /A/(".) and /A ' , ( ' 0 = 0 for Z > 1. Therefore 
/A/(n) = S/A',{n) = ./'i:A',(n). If ,/'.u(n) > KQ, then /A/(n) = (/(B^+i) = a^ for some 
7/). > 0. Again /SA',( '?) = Yl //vl'O = E ''^ '(^ kO where i/;,(Qi) = a^  if a; < a„i and 
j > 0 i.>0 
'f'^ i((>() = 0 if Q< > o,„. Hence / ^A , ('0 = a„ = fAf{n) in both cases. 
Since /A/(n) = /^A',(") fov all /i > 0 and both M and ©A"; are direct sums of 
uuiserial modules, 
M = A 'o9A' ie . . . eK<e. . . 
Similarly, 
M' ^ K' e A'' e . . . © A^ ' © . . . 
Lemma 2.4.2. Let A'o and A'Q be defined as in the above Lemma 2.4.L Then 
Proof. Now A'o and A'y are direct smus of uuiserial modules and M, M' satisfy the 
condition (I). By the definition of A'o, A'Q, these modules also satisfy this condition. 
Clearly /Co=A'jV 
Leinma 2.4.3. F(jr / > 0. let A', and A'' he dcKned as above. If JKS.''^) — ^i f*^*' 
n > k, then there exists a,n int(^gor rri such that /i-k < m < n + k and /A-'(m) = a .^ 
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It" //v'(?') =^  n, for ;/ > A' tluMi t lien- ("xists ;ui integoi' m' such that u - k < m' < 
n + A' aiid JKS'"') — '^Z-
Proof. Suppose fK.\n) = cv,; iov n > k. Fiy the definition of K'i, / A K " ) ^ '^ '^- Now 
by Condition (I) 
/ .u(n) < / .^ / ' ( " -^•) + ••• + /A/'(" + A:), 
=^ /A/'I^"-) > i^ i;: i'^ i' •'^ onic m whtH'e /(, ~ k < ni < n + A:. Again by definition of Kl, 
Tlie second lialf of the lenuna may be proved similarly. 
Lemma 2.4.4. Assume that a is an infinite cardinal. Let L and 5 be the direct 
sums of uniserial modules with the following properties: 
(i) for all n > 0. fiXn) = 0 or / L ( ' 0 = (^ and for all n' > 0 fs{n') = 0 or 
fsin') - a; 
(ii) if n > A' such rhat / L ( ' " ) ~ o, th(Mi th(>re exists m satisfying n — k< m < n + k 
such that fs{n^) = a and if n' > k is such that fsi^') = Q, then there exists 
m' satisfying n' — k < m' < n' + k such that fiXm') = a. 
Then there exists a module T which is a direct sum of uniserial modules 
containing submodules L' and S' such that L ^ L', S = S', H2k+i{T) C L' 
a n d / / 2 , . i ( r ) C 5 ' . 
Proof. Let T be a direct sum (jf miiserial modules such that 
( 0 for 0 < n < 2A-
frin) = < a for n = 2k 
^ fL{n-k) + fs{n^k) for a > 2A: 
Consider all integers no < ri.i < n.2 < . .. (no = 2A-) such that frini) = a. For 
/: > 0, let 
.4, = { 7 / / | n , - 2 A - < III < II,. / L ( m ) ^ 0 } . 
Now by tli(^ (IcHiiition of T and second condition of the lemma Ai is not empty 
For /• > 0. For a (IXCMI / > 0, l(>t .4, ^ {nh, rri.2,. . ., m,.} where /(,• — 2k < iiii < in-^ < 
... < yn,. < n. For / < / < r we may define T,j to l)e a direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length n, + 1. Let T, = ^ T,„ L',^  = //„,_„,^(T,,). L] = ^ L'-^. 
j=i i = i 
If AQ is empty, we may define LQ = 0. Again by the definition of T;. / / , (» ) = 0 
/ • 
if n ^ rii and fr,{"i) — ^ ^- Since L'^ = Yl ^'ij^ ./V.'("^0 = " it ' " ^ ^i and f[,'{ni) = o 
j = i ' ' ' 
if rn e Ai. Moreover H^k+iiT,^ ^ ^'i for all /' > 0. Since Yl^i ^^^^^ ^^^^ same Ulm 
invariants as T, Y^T, = T and under this isomorphism ^ L\ = L' C T. Again ^ L[ 
has the same Ulm invariants as L, L' = J^ L'- = L. 
Finally we have Hok+ii^T,) ^ E ^'r Therefore H2k+i{T) C L'. 
Now we are able to prove the main result. 
Theorem 2.4.5. Let M and M' be Q^ylG-modules which are the direct sums 
of uniserial modules. Then M=M' if and only if M and M' satisfy the following 
condition: 
For all integers n, r > 0, 3 an integer k such that 
r 2k+r 
j=0 i = 0 
?• 2fc+r 
Proof. For i > U consider the modules A'; and K[ defined in Lemma 2.4.L Now 
they are the direct sums of uniserial modules such that for all n > 0, JK, {TI) = 0 or 
/A' . ( '^) — (-'^i aiid for all n' > 0, f[^'(n') = 0 or fK'.{n') = Q,- for an infinite cardinal 
Q;. By Lenuna 2.4.3 these modules also satisfy the condition (ii) of Lenniia 2.4.4. 
Now by Lemma 2.4.4, there exists a module Ti for all i > 0 such that T, contains 
submodules P,,,P', such that P, ^ K,,, PI ^ K[, / / , ,+ i(7-) C 7^, Hok^iiP,) C P'^. 
2G 
Let T =Y1 ®T,. Tli<>ii T coutaius ^ P, and ^ P', sucli that 
;>() 
E '^"E^ '^" E^''-E^^'' '^^ ^ i^m^E '^ //,,+,(r)c5;;f^ ' 
^ ^ K,^T^ Y. K[. Since A'o^/^o> '^ .V Lennna 2.4.2 Yl ^<i'^ E ^ '^- Now by Lemma 
;>o j>o 
2.4.1 M=Y1 i<, '^ "^ 1 ^^' - E ^^i. lience M^A/'. 
t>() i>0 
In Older to discuss the quasi-isomorphisni of decomposable QjT/lG-modules we 
need the following lennna. 
Lemma 2.4.6. Let M and M' be decomposable QT/lG-modules such that 
n+k+r n+2k+T n+k+r n+2k+r 
If / M ( 0 ) = (jU^n-9i^'^')-'^o = /A/ ' (0) , then there exists an isomorphism from 
Soc(A/) onto Soc(i\/') that does not alter heights more than a fixed integer k. 
Proof. Let A,,, be a closed initial segment of ordinal numbers having cardinality 
fM{n). Similarly let B„ be a closed initial segment of ordinals having cardinality 
Put 
A = {{n,x) I 0 < n < a;, x e An} 
B = {(n,;7:) | 0 < n < cj, x G 5„}, 
and they are ordered by the lexicographical order. Let x be the index of (n, x) in 
A or B, yl^ ") and fi*"' denote the set of elements of A and B (respectively) having 
index < n. 
Now g{M) < Ur{0) and g{M') < f„{0) because /A/ (0) - g{M)g{M')i<o = 
/Af'(O). 
Now #(A(^)) < #{A) < J\f{{)) = #(5o) = #(B(°)) here #{A) denotes the 
cardinality of A, 
^ tiiere is an injection o : A'''^ -> B'"\ 
Let Po = sui)(0(/l^''^)). Suppose for the iionnegative integer rn, 0 may be ex-
tended to an injection of A'-''^'"'^ into 5^ '^ '"'+'"^  such that the indices are not al-
tered more than A:. Among aU tliese extensions of 0 we may select 0* sucli that 
Pi = sup((^*(yl '^' + ")) is as small as possible if m > 1. This 0* may be selected such 
that {PuP'z,--- ,P»,) is minimal with respect to the lexicographical order where 
Pi — sup(0*(A^'''"•"'')). For each non-negative integer j , let 5j be the first element 
of B having index at least j + I. If /A/(,/ + 1) 7^  0, then Sj = {j + 1,0). Since 
0(A'>''') C B*^ '*', pQ < SQ. Let n be the greatest positive integer not exceeding m + \ 
such that /?„_!< (^„_i. If n = m -f 1, then (f)*{A^''+"''>) C B^"'l 
2k+m+l 
Now ^{Ak+m+i) < X^  i^{Bj), hence 0* may be extended to an injection of 
m + l 
(^/c+rji+1) -j^ Q^ g ^Yi'^x, does not alter indices more than k. Consider n < m that is 
1 < n < m. Since d*{A^''+''+^'^) C 5("-i) and 0M('=+"^ g B("\ #(Afc+„) > #(B„), 
=^ #(A,.+,0 + #(A-+,+i)>#(B„,) + #(5„+i) if n - f K m , 
J j 
=> 5^#(/l,.,)>X^#(5i) for n < J < ^ , 
71 n 
otherwise we would reach to a contradiction on the choice of n. Now all the ele-
ments of B having index exactly j are contained in (/)*(A^'''^^'') iov n < j < m and 
m in 
n 11 
By putting r — m + I — n, we get 
m + l k+n+r 2k+n-i-r 2k+m+l 
n h+ii 11 n 
=> d* may be extended to an injection of >!(''"+"'•+1) into B in such a way that 
indices are not altered more than k. We may choose this extension with smallest 
least upper bound in B on its image set. Similarly there is an injection of B into 
A. According to Schroeder Bernstein theorem there is an equivalence between A 
and B that alters indices no more than k. This equivalence generates the natural 
isomorphism ])etwoen Soc(y1/) and Soc{M') that alters heights no more than k. 
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Now wo arc ahk^ to state tlu> main result. 
Theorem 2.4.7. Suppose yV/, M' are QTAG-niodules such that M/H^{M) and 
M'/HJM') ar(> decomposable. Then iXmM' if and only if 
n+k + r i}-i-2k-rr ii + k+7- n-+2k+r 
(i) E M:i)< E fM'U), E /M'(J)< E /A/U)-
j=u.+k j = u j=n+k j=n 
(ii) //^(M) ~ //^(7U') 
Proof. Since M, A/' are QT'AG-modules such that M/H^{M) and M'/H^{M') are 
direct sums of uniserial modules satisfying the condition (i), 
^ M/H^M) ^M'/H^{M'). 
Consider A^  D H^M) and N' D H^{M') such that N/H^{M) ^ N'/H^{M'). 
Now M/N ^ iM/H^.{M))/{N/H^{M)) and M'/N' ^ {A4'/H^,{M))/{N'/H^{M')) 
are bounded. 
To prove that iVm.M' we have to show that A^  ^ N'. Since H^{M) = H^{N) 
and H^{M') = H^[N'). N, N' are countably generated direct sums of uniserial 
modules, 
=> A^ , A'^ ' have same Ulm invariants, 
=> M=M'. Converse is trivial. 
Now we shall pro\'e some decomposition theorems. 
Theorem 2.4.8. Let M be a QTAG-module which is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. If A'^  is a cobounded submodule of M then there exists a non-negative 
k k 
integer k and a decomposition M = 0 A/j such that A'^  ~ 0 Hi{Mi). 
i=0 (=0 
Proof. Let Soc(A/) = Soc(iV) ® 5. Now 5 is a discrete sub socle of M hence it 
supports a pure submcxlulo of M [Theorem 2, 2]. Since A'' is cobounded S supports 
a k bounded sunnnaufi K of M where Ht,{M/N) = 0. 
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Let M = K fB A/' and N' be the image of A'^  under the natural projection of M 
onto M'. As .V n A' = 0, A^ ' ^ N and Soc(A '^) = Soc(M'). Consider the case when 
Soc(A'') = Soc(A/) = T (say). Since N is a fc-cobounded subniodule of M the Ulm 
invariants of A^  and M are related by the inequalities 
n.+ r n,4-r + A' ii-\-r-{-k Ti-f-r+fc 
j=7i, j = n j~n+k j = k 
Now on the lines of Lemma 2.4.6 there exists an automorphism 0 of T and 
decompositions T = ET,, = EL„ such that the nonzero elements of r „ and L„ have 
heights n in jV and M respectively and for every x„ G r„ , o(x„) G Ln+i for some 
A; fc 
i < A;, => 3 decompositions M = ^ A^f^  and N = "^ Ni oi M and A'^  respectively 
such that Ni = //,(A/,) for 0 < z < /.'. Therefore N ^ Yl Hi{Mi). 
Corollary 2.4.9. If A' is a cobounded submodule of the closed QTAG-module M, 
k 
then there exists a non-negative integer k and a decomposition M = Yl ^^i such 
i=0 
that N= Y.H,{M,). 
i=0 
Proof. Let B be a basic submodule of M. By Theorem 2.2.4, B n A'' is a basic 
submodule of the cobounded submodule A'^  of M. Since B Ci X is a cobounded sub-
module of B, by the above theorem 3 a non-negative integer k and a decomposition 
k k k 
B = Y.Bi such that B n N = Y. Hi{Bi). Since M, A^  are closed M = B = Y^i 
t=0 i=0 i=0 
fc 
andA^=^HpO-
i=0 
Theorem 2.4.10. Let M be a QTAG-modnle such that M = Y^^^ where 
each MilH^{Mi) is a direct sum of countably generated modules. If M' is quasi-
isomorphic to M, then M' = Y ^^' where Mi=M[ for every z e / . 
Proof. Whenever a CT/lG'-moduh! M is a direct sum of QT.4G-modules Az/^ 's, the 
automorphism of M/Hf,iM) may be extended to the automorphism of M. Now we 
have to show that A/' is a cobound(^(l submodule of M. Suppose Hk{M) C M' C A/. 
If A/ is a direct sum of uniserial modules, the result follows by the Theorem 2.4.8. 
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Sin(:(> M' is A'-cobomulixl in A/ wo may write; M' = ^ A/' where A/,' is isoinoiphic to 
a A:-c;obouiided snl)ni(i(lul(^ of M,. Theiefoie for the general ease M'/H^{M') = J2^i 
where Nl is isomorphic to a A:-c()bounded snbmodule of M,. H^{Mi). For eaeh i e / 
suppose Ni be a coboTinded sulnnodule of yV/, such that X,'H^{Mi) = .V-. If we 
put yV = X:iVo then //^.(A^) = H^{M) = //^(A/') and N; H^{N) = X/H^{M) = 
=> A/' = vV and the result follows. 
The above result shows that for pillared modules quasi-isomorphism is com-
patible with direct decomj)ositions. The following result is a trivial consequence of 
Theorem 2.4.10. 
Corollary 2.4.11. Suppose that .1/ = Yl^^i i^  ^ pillared module. If M' is quasi-
isomorphic to A/, then A/' = E -^ •^ ' '^ '^l^ ere M[ is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
i s / 
Mi -\- Ui where U, is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Section-5 
2.5. Some Quasi-Isomorphic Variants 
Mehdi [40] studied that if two Qr.4G-modules M, M' are quasi-isomorphic 
then M is closed if and only if A/' is closed. Now we want to verify whether the 
properties of pure complete and l)eing a direct sum of countably generated modules 
are invariant or not under the quasi-isomorphism. 
We may answer a part of the above problem in the following theorems: 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let A/ be a Qr,46'-niodule, a direct sum of countably generated 
QTAG-modules. Let .V he a suljmodule of M such that M D N D Hk{M) and 
N/Hk{M) is countabl}- generat(xl. Tluni .V is a direct sum of countably generated 
modules. 
Proof. Let N/H,{M) = E(-^^>' ^ /4(-U)) and H,{M) = ^ Hk{Mj) where M = 
I'll jiJ 
^ Mj and r/(.A/,) = KQ. Thcni iV = y].7;,/{ + ^ / /A : (M, ) = ^ . r , / ? + H^.{M). Now 
i e . / ' '-if :ic-J j ^ / 
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.7-, e M, hence ./:,/? = 0 . c „ / i ' with .r,, G A/,;,. Put ./' = {j G , / | for some y^  G Mj, 
/ = i 
(/j G Xi/?,} and ./" = ./ - ./ ' , 
( 6 / je.i' jG./" 
=> JV is a direct sum of countably generat(xl modules. 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let M be a direct sum of countably generated QT.4G-modules 
and let JV be a submodnle such that g{M/N) < u). Then A' is a direct sum of 
countably generated QT^/lG-modules. 
Proof. Let M = J2 ^h- ^^^^^ ^h ^'^ '^ ^^ contained in A'^  for a countable j's G J 
because g{M/N) < u. 
Let J' = {j G J\Mj C K}, :Vi = Y. ^h and N^ - T. -^jR s^ich that 
jeJ' j€J~J' 
Xj G Yl Mi, ^ N = -Vi ® iV2 such that A^2 is countably generated and A'l is a 
i G J - J ' 
direct sum of countably generated modules. 
The following result deals with tlu^ closed modules. 
Theorem 2.5.3 . Let B,B' be the closed modules [31] with basic submodules B 
and B' respectively. Then B^B' if and only if B^B'. 
Proof. Suppose B=B'. Then 3 submodules A' and K of B and B' respectively 
and an integer k such that N D Hk[B), K D Hu{B'), N = K. Therefore B D N D 
Hk{B), B' D K D Hk{B') and N ^ K. Since closed QT^G-modules are completely 
determined by their basic submodules [31] B = B'. The converse is trivial. 
Theorem 2.5.4. Let M be a QT/lG-module such that M = B + B' where B, B' 
are basic submodules of M and B the c:losed module defined by B. Then M has a 
cobounded submodule A' such that, 
(i) A' is not pure complete, 
(ii) A' is not, seuii-ciosed and ;V is not a direct sum of closed modules. 
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Proof. Let B — ®B, and B' = ®5- where eax:li Bi and B- ate direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length i. We define A' = Bi+Yl {Bn+i + B'J + Hi{M). Let S be the socle 
of B then S C N. Suppose on contrary that, 5 supports a pure submodule K of N. 
Now Soc{K) = Soc(S), the purit>- of K implies that K is a closed module. Therefore 
it is a summand of 71/. we may write M = K + B' and N = K + {N n B'). By the 
defiriing relation N D B' ^ H\{B') we have N = K + Hi{B'). These decompositions 
and the definition of .V imply that 
H,{K) + H,{B') + B, +Y,{Bn+y + B'J = K + H,{B'). 
For each integer n and the uniform element x € Bn+2 + B[^+\-, 3 an element y 
such that di^- ) = " and y £ K + Hi{B') such that d( —— j = n where 2 == u„ + t',i, 
u„ G /vr, u„ e H\{B'). Now we define s(l) = 1 and positive integers s{i) for i < n 
such that s{l) < s(2) < ••• < s(n). We may choose s{n + 1) > s{n) such that 
Vn € ^ Bj. Now e{un) < n + 2 for each n and /•(' is closed. The Cauchy 
i<s(u+l) 
sequence {Wj/jj)} must converge in K. Here di ^ " j = s(n). 
Since M = B + B', the sequence X]{^ --5(") + i ~ '^ s(n)} must converge in B'. Here 
d( ^^ ' ) = ,S(„) and d ( - p - ^ j ) = s'l") +1. But for each integer n, the projection 
of the limit onto {w^,,} is C5(„)-i_i which is not zero. This contradiction implies that 
5 doesn't support a pure submodule, 
=> N is not pure complete. 
For (ii) assume that N is a direct sum of a countable number of closed modules. 
Therefore by Theorem 2.2.4, N has a countably generated basic submodule. Since 
a direct sum of countably generated closed modules is pure complete by the above 
discussion N is not a direct sum of of closed modules. Since every semiclosed module 
is a direct sum of closed modules and uniserial modules, the result follows. 
Remark 2.5.5. The properties (jf being pine complete, being semiclosed and the 
property of being a direct sum of closed modules are not quasi-isomorphic invariants. 
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CHAPTER III 
UPPER BASIC SUBMODULES, CONGURENT 
SUBMODULES OF QTAG-MODULES AND 
QTAG-MODULES OF Ulm T Y P E < u; 
Section-1 
3.1. Introduction 
The cardinality of the minimal generating set of a module plays a very important 
role in the study of QT AG-modules. Fuchs [12] mentioned the importance of upper 
and lower basic subgroups of primary groups. A need was felt to generalize this 
concept for modules and Section two deals with it. An upper basic submodule B of 
a QTAG-module M together with g{M/B) reveals much more information about 
the structure of M. We find that each basic submodule of a QT AG-module M is 
contained in an upper basic submodule of M, while every basic submodule contains 
a lower basic svibmodule. 
Section three deals with the congruence of submodules A'', K of a QTAG-modxile 
M. In fact N is congruent to K modulo M if there exists an autonorphism of M 
which maps .V onto K. In this case M/N = M/K and N = K. But these condi-
tions are not sufficient for the congruence. This motivates us to find the sufficiency 
conditions in terms of Ulm invariants. Here we also use the extension of the height 
preserving isomorphisms of submodules. 
Cutler [6] studied reduced primary abelian groups of Ulm type < cj. The 
concepts of high chains, conii)atible isomorphisms and a;-summable group are high-
lighted. In Section four we generalize these concepts for QTAG-modules. It is 
found that every QTAG-module of Ulm type cu is an isotype submodule of the 
completion of an u;-summable QTAG-module. It is also shown that two reduced 
QTAG-modulus M, M' of type < a;, are isomorphic if and only if there exist com-
patible isomorpliisnis /', : ;\/, ~> M[ and the high chains of A/, M' generate these 
modulus respef:tively. 
Section-2 
3.2. Upper and Lower Bcisic Submodules 
An upper bnsic suliino(liil<> (if a QTAG-modulc. M is significant in the stud)^ of 
its structure. It reveals a clear(n' picture of the module. Here we generalize some 
results of Fuchs [12] and Hill [19]. 
Definition 3.2.1. A liasic suhniodule 5 " of a QTAG-module A/ is said to be an 
upper basic subodule if g{M/B") = uuu{g{M/B) ] S is a basic submodule of M}. 
Remark 3.2.2. If B and B' are upper basic submodules of QTAG-modules M and 
M' respectively then B + B' is an upper basic submodule of A4 + M'. Furthermore 
if B is an upper ba-sic submodule of a high submodule of M then B is also an upper 
basic submodule of M. 
Definition 3.2.3. A basic submodule B' is said to be a lower basic submodule of 
M if 
g[MlB') = tiug{M) = inm{Hk{M)}. 
The existence of a lower basic submodule can be established by the following 
result: 
Theorem 3.2.4. Every basic submodule B of a QTAG-module M contains a lower 
basic submodule. 
Proof. If M is a QTAG-module such that fin£/(M) is finite, then hng{B) < 
finfl(M), for every basic submodule B of M. Since B is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules ^ug{B) = 0, 
=> B is bounded, 
=> every basic submodule of M is bounded, 
=> everv basic submodul(^ is a lower liasic submodule. 
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If fiii^(Af) is nor Huitc and tlie basic siibiiiodule B of M is iior lower then 
g{M/B) < i\n(j{M) and for every integer k 
M/B = {B + H,{M))/B ^ H,{M)l{Br\Hk{M)) = H,{M)/H,(B) 
=> g[H,{B)) = g{H,{M)l 
=> the cardinality of the minimal generating set of uniserial direct sununands of 
length > A; in B is at least fin^(i\/) for all k. 
he 
Now B may/;.expressed as the direct sum of uniserial modules of unbounded 
length i.e. 
B = 0 C j where # ( J ) = fin^(/U) 
By [Theorem 3, 29] each Cj contains a basic submodule 5 . Now B', the direct 
sum of these B/s is a basic submodule of B, therefore it is a basic submodule of M. 
By construction 
=> B' is a lower basic submodule of M. 
The upper basic submodule of QTAG-module M tells much more about its 
structure than an ordinary basic submodule. For a basic submodule B of M, M/B 
is not an invariant. We investigate as follows: 
*o"-
Theorem 3.2.5. Let M be a QTAG-module and M = AP + U where U is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules. For a basic submodule B^ of M°, suppose B = B^ + A and 
B' — B° + A' be two basic submodules of M. Then there exists an automorphism 
/ of M which is identity on A/° and maps B onto B' if and only if 
M/{M^ + B) = M/{M° + B') 
Proof. Since U is a direct sum of uniserial modules both A and A' are isomorphic 
to l"»a.sic submodules of U and A = U = A'. 
3(i 
Let U = Y: -j-.fi, A = x : !nR, A' = Y: Z,R. 
Since M/B is divisible, M/{M^ + B) is divisible, we may write 
M/{M^ + B) = Yl Dj and M/{M^ + B') = Y. D] where D / s and D] 's are divisible. 
Since M° + B and A/" + B' are pure subniodules of M we set, 
/ = {Q I Q is an ordinal of cardinality less then g{U)}, 
J = {a I a is an ordinal of cardinality less then g{M/{M'^ + B))}. 
If J is empty then M^ + A = M = M° + .4' and the required automorphism of M 
may be obtained by mapping A isomorphically onto A'. On comparing U = M/M^ 
and M/{M'^ + B), we may say that J C I. Since a bounded module cannot have a 
proper basic submodule, the finiteness of / implies that M'^ + A = AP + A', therefore 
we assume that / is infinite. 
Let /o denote the identity map of M^. Suppose that for every 7 E I and Q < 7 
there exists a submodule Ma of M and a height preserving automorphism /« of M^ 
such that Ma C A/^  and fp\Ma = /« whenever a < /? < 7 and fa{Ma Ci B) = 
Ma n B'. With these assumptions the following conditions would be satisfied for 
suitable subsets /Q C / and Ja C J. Here Ma etc. are not the a^^ Ulm factors of 
M. 
Ma = M^ + Yl^i^^ ^'^<- ^^ = B^ + J^ViR^ Ma nB' = B° + ^ ZiR, 
/ a la / a 
{Ma + B)/iM'' + B) = J2^3 '"''"^ {Ma + B')/{M'' + B') = J ^ D ; . 
For any limit ordinal 7, Af.y = U Ma and /.,, denotes the automorphism of M. 
with /-y|A/« = fa for all a < 7. 
Q < 7 
Again /-, = IJ /« and ^7 = U Ja-
a < 7 <;if<7 
If 7 - 1 exists then put f:i = j - I and c:onsider the extensions K and L of A/;^  
such that g[K/Mij) and g{L/Mij) are finite and t'; : K -^ L is a height preserving 
isomorphism such that 'ip{K C] B) = L H B'. 
:'>7 
V\"e have to (^ xf.oiul v to a height preserving automorphism /-, of a submodule M-^ 
ecjutainiug K and L such that the above conditions hold for a < 7 and /^{M-yCiB) = 
hU n B'. Moreover if a + 1 < -} then a € /„+i. Consider an element x ^ K. Now 
we may extend 0 to a height preserving isomorphism ijj' from K' = K + xR into M 
such that ^1/{K' D B) = (]/{!<') n B'. 
/ xR\ 
We may consider an element x ^ K for which 3 y e K such that d[ ——) = 1 \yR/ 
and X is a proper element with respect to K. To verify this suppose H(x) = n. 
If H{y + k) > n + 1 for some k G K n Hn{M), we assume that H{y) > n + 1. 
If //(y) = n + I and .r + A; 6 B for some k e K -we may choose u € Hn{M) 
such that 7/;(y) = v where di—^ I ~ ^' ^^  "• + i^ik) G B' we may set i>'{x) = u, 
otherwise consider u -x such that a = 1 and a — = 1. 
\ u'R ) V x'R ) 
Now v! = ?/;(x') e Hi(B'). Let w + (i;(fc) = h' +a' where 6' G B' and e(a') = 1. Since 
B' is a basic submodule of M, we may express a' = c' + w where c' G Soc(B') and 
w G Soc(B„+i(M)). Now u — w + ip{k) G B'. We extend ip by mapping x onto 
u — w. 
U x + k ^ B for any k E K we choose u G Hn{M) such that t/;(y) = v where 
d(—-] = 1. If u + 'd>{k) ^ B' for all k e K we put V'tx) = u, othewrwise 
( (•£ _L l(;)R\ ;T—) = 1. Now 
x'R ) 
0(.x-') = «' G Bi(B'), where ^ / ( ^ + ^ W ) ^ \ ^ 1 Hence x' G / / i lB) . 
V u R / 
We may express x' as b + a w^here & G B and e(a) = 1. Now a ^B^-K otherwise 
X ^k^B. Now we show that Soc(M) is not contained in B' + L. li K = Mp = L 
then by induction hypothesis M/{B + M^) = A//(B' + A/^). Since B + Mp and 
B' -1- Mf} are pure submodules of M, it follows that 
(Soc(i\/) + B + iV/;3)/(B + M/3) ^ (Soc(M) + B' + Af^)/(B' + A/^) 
and the isomorphism xjj : K ^- L induces an isomorphism 
(B + K)/{B + A/,,) ^ (B' + L)/{B' + .A/j). 
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Thus 
(Soc(M) + D + Mj)/iD + Mfi + Soc(5 + K)) 
^ (Soc(.U) + B' + M^)/{B' + Mfi + Soc(5' + L)) = 0. 
Since the left hand side is nonzero 
{Soc{M) + B'+ M^) f- {SociB' + L) + B' + Mj), 
=> 3 z 6 Soc(M) such that z ^ B' + L. We may select 6i G Soc(B') so that z-bi e 
Hn+i{M). We now define 0'(x) = u +z - h ^ B'+ L. Thus u 4- 2 - bi + ^(fc) ^ B' 
for every k E K and (/^ ' is the extension of ip. 
If //((/) > 7i + 1 and X + k e B for some k e K. We select w G Hn+i{M) such 
that iw' = ^(y) where (/( ) = 1- This implies that 3 2 G Soc(.^f) which is proper 
\w'R/ 
with respect to L and H{z) = n. Put u = w + z. If u + ip{k) G B' we may define 
^'(a;) = M. U u + il:{k) ^ 5 ' then ^'(x) is defined as in the previous case. 
On the other hand if./: + k ^ B for all k G K, then we define u = w + z as in the 
preceeding case. If u + u{k) ^ B' for any k G K, we put •(/''(a;) = u. If u + •0(fc) G B 
for some fc, ?^ (x-') G Hi[B') where ^ ( ^ ^ - 7 ^ ) = 1- Therefore x' G /fi(B). Now 
X + k = h + c where 6 G B, e(c) = 1. Since c^K + B,3de Soc(Af) such that 
d ^ L + B'. We put 0'(.r) = u + d - 5 ' , where b' G Soc(B') and d-fc' G Soc(iJ„+i(Af)). 
In all the above four cases ij)' is an extension oi ip to K + xR which is a height 
preserving isomorphism from K + xR into M such that ip'{{K + xR) fl B) = ?/''(/(' -f 
x-i?) n B'. 
Since B is a basic submodule, g{B) is not uncountable. Moreover /(Q)'S and 
,/(a)'s are also finite or countable. 
We may consider the ascending sequences 
M,i = I<u C /v'l C ••• C /C, C ••• 
M.i = U C Li C . . . C L„ C • • • 
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such that q(—-] and (/(—-] are finite for all t, UA'„ = UL„ and there exists 
a sequence V^ ,, : /v„ —^  L„ of height preserving isomorphisms such that ipn is the 
extension of ipn-i and 0„,(A'„ n B) = L„ n B'. If we put M^ = [/A'„ = t/L„, 
then we may choose the modules Kn and Ln so that the previously mentioned five 
conditions hold for 0 = 7. Here I-y and J-y are the countable extensions of 1/3 
and Jg respectively. Now p e J->. Let /-^ . be the maximum extension of ip,, i.e. 
fy = sup{v^„}, f-^{M-^ n B) = My n B' and we obtain an automorphism of M that 
maps B onto B'. 
Corollary 3.2.6. Let M be a QrAG-module such that M = M° + [/ where 
L^  is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Suppose 5 is a basic submodule of M 
such that B D M° is a basic submodule of M°. Then M = A/° + K such that 
B = (BnA/") + ( 5 n A ' ) . 
Proof. Let B^ = B n M°. Now B/B° is isomorphic to a submodule of U therefore 
B/B° is also a direct sum of uniserial modules. Since B° is pure B — B^ + A ior 
some submodule A of B. Again B/B° C M/B° ^ {M°/B°) + C/, i.e. B/B° is 
isomorphic to a basic submodule t/° of U such that M/(B° + t/°) = M/B. By 
Theorem 3.2.5 some automorphism / of M maps B° + C/° onto B = B^ + A and / 
is idnetity on M^. If AT = / ( t / ) then we have M = AP + K. If TV = f{U^) we have 
5 = B° + TV. Since A^  C AT the result follows. 
Theorem 3.2.7. If M is a QTAG-module and B a basic submodule of M, then 
M ^ M^ ^ K and B = ( 5 n M°) + ( 5 n A') where B n M^ is an upper basic 
submodule of A/° and A' is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proof. Let g{B/B^) = m, where B" is an upper basic submodule of M and B 
is an arbitrary basic submodule of M. Now A/ = AP + U where U is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules, g{A'I^) < max(Ho, m) and B D M^ is a basic submodule 
of Af°. By Corollary 3.2.G there exists a decomposition A/ = A/° + K such that 
B = (B n ./I/") + (B n A'). If f;(yV/'^ ) = m, then each basic submodule of A/°, 
(hence B fl Al^) is an upper basic submodule because g{AI/B") = m and A' is 
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a. direct sum of uiiisorial modules. If m is finite g{M^) is countable. Suppose 
g{My{DnM^)) - n > m. Then 7 /^" = 7V" + L, where Bn . l / " = {BnN'^) + {BnL), 
L is a dir(!ct sum of uniserial modules and c/(yV"/(B D A''°)) = m. We may express 
M ^. /V" + {L + K). Then 5 n A'° is an upper basic submodule of iV°. Since 
i? = (B n yV") + (i? n ( I + K)), the result follows. 
From the above discussion and results we innnediately conclude that each basic 
submodule of a QTAG-wiodwle M is contained in an upper basic submodule of M. 
Section-3 
3.3. Congruence of Submodules of Totally Projective QTAG-Modules 
To start with we need the following: 
Definition 3.3.1. Two submodule A'' and i^ of a QTAG-n\od\i\e. M are congruent 
modulo M if there exists an automorphism of M which maps A'^  onto K. 
Remark 3.3.2. If N, K are congruent modulo M then N '^ K and M/N ^ M/K. 
These conditions are not sufficient in general for the congruence. If M is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules having submodules A'' and K with the above conditions 
and only one of these submodules is pure in M, then A'' is not congruent to K as 
purity is preserved under automorphism. 
Definition 3.3.3. A submodule A' of M is said to be balanced if it is an isotype 
[43] and Hc,{M/N) = {H^{M) + N)/N for all ordinals a. N is almost balanced if 
H^{M) nN = H^{N) and H^^M/N) = {H^{M) + N)/N for all ordinals a < f5 
where 0 is the length of M. 
The conditions of Remark 3.3.2 are not sufficient for A', K being congruent 
modulo M. In the following theorem we try to find the sufficiency conditions in 
terms of Ulm invariants. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let A' and K be almost balanced submodules of the totally 
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projective QTAG luoduk^ M of limit length. If A'^  and K have same Ulm invariants 
and M/N = M/K then N and K are congruent modulo M. 
Proof. Consider tlu^ isomorphism / : AI/N -^ M/K and direct decompositions 
Soc(//„(yV)) =-- Soc(/i.M(-'V)) ® 5a, Soc(//„(/C)) = Soc(//„+i(A')) © T , for every 
ordinal a < (3, where i3 is the length of M. Since AT and K have same Ulm 
invariants for all cv < i, there exists an isomorphism 'ipa '• Sa —> r^. As A^  and K 
are nice submodules [37] of xM we consider triples (0, C, D) such that C, D are nice 
submodules of 71/ and o : C —> Z) is an isomorphism with the following conditions: 
(a) (j) preserves heights in M, 
(b) (t){x) + K = f{x + A') for all x G C. 
(c) If XA G S\ and x e C then HM{X + XA) > A if and only if H,\f{ipx{xx) + (pix)) > 
A. 
Let T denote the class of all such triples satisfying (a) (b) and (c). Now we 
shall prove that if {<p, C,D) e T and if ,T G M , then there is a triple {4>, C, D') e J^ 
where C = C + xR and o'\C = cb. Since C is nice in M and x is the element of 
maxinmm height in the coset j ; 4- C {x is proper with respect to C) we may consider 
z ^ C such that d{xR/zR) = 1. Let HM{X) = a. We have to find y E M such that, 
(i) HM{y) = a, 
(ii) 0(2) = y' where d{yRjy'R) = L 
(iii) y is proper with respect to D and 
(iv) fix + N)=y + K. 
Then we obtain an isomoriihism (b' : C = {C + xR) -^ D' = (D + yR) which 
is an extension of d) and satisfies (a) and (b). Again C, D' are finite extensions of 
nice submodules hence they are nice submodules. If we can find such y, we have to 
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verity (v), i.e. HM[S„ f .;• + c) > a if and only if HM{ijj{s,y) + y + (•>{c)) > a for all 
ce C, .s<, € s„. 
Case (i). When H^f{z) > o + 1 and //A//.V(.7: + ;V) > a. Since H,,+ x{M/K) = 
{Hn,+i{M) + K)/I\ and //A//-v(/(•'" + ^0) = f^M/Ni-''' + N) > a, we may select 
a G i/„+i(A/) such that u + K = f{x + N) and /(.x + yV) = 0(x-)+A'. Consider w' such 
that d{uR/u'R) = 1, then by condition (b) u'-(f){z) G Kn//„^.2(A/) = Ha+2{K) and 
therefore we have c e Ha+\{K) such that (^(z) = (A' + u/ where f/( — - 1 = 1 . 
^ \{u' + ('')i?/ 
Again replacing u' by »,' + i(/ we have u' — (f){z). Since H;^[/r\r{x + N) > a and 
H„+i{M/N) = {H„^i{M) + .V)/-V we have //M(:r + xi) > a + 1 for some ,Xi G A'. 
Then HM{XI) = HM{X) = a and HM{X\) > a + 1 where di'-—) = 1 and //Af(2) > 
o + 1. 
Now Ha+2{M) C\ N = Hn+ii-^') implies that x-'^  = X2 for some xo G Ha+i{N), 
=> Xi- x'.2 e Soc(//«(.V)) where rf(^) = 1, 
\x2rL'' 
=> xi - x'^  G 5„ © Soc(//„+i(.V)) = Soc(//,(AO), 
^ 3 u; G Ha+i(iV/) such that x - w e S^-
Put y = u + •0a(^ — 'f )• Now // satisfies conditions (i),(ii) and (iv). Again x - w 
is proper with respect to C as u; G Ha+\{M). But the condition (c) implies that 
ipa{x—w) is proper with respect to D — (f){C), therefore y is proper with respect to D 
because u G Ha+i{M). Now //A/(<5a+x + c) > a if and only li HM{sa + x~w+c) > a 
and HM{ipa{x - w) + y + gi>(c)) > a if and only if H,\f{ipa{sa + ^' - w) + o{c)) > a, 
=> condition (iv) holds because (p satisfies (c). 
Case (ii). When HM{Z) = O- + 1 or HM/^r{x + iV) = a we have to show that 
if y satisfies (i),(ii) and (iv) and 6a G 5^ and c G C such that atleast one of the 
inequalities in (v) holds then x+c has height rv, H\[{x') > a+l, H^f/_\'(x+c+N) > a 
where dl ) = 1- The wav d and ;/ are defined either of the inequalities in 
V x'R ) 
(v) implies that H^i{c) > a and //;/•(•'•') > o -f- 1 i.e. .;; + C satisfies the first two 
4.3 
conditions. Now, 
a = //Af/yv(.x+c+7V) = //A//iv(/(.;- + ^ V)) = H^t/N{y+<P(c)+K) > //M(V'«(-5a)+y+0(c))-
Since Ha{M/K) = {H^{M) + K)/K we may select w e Ho,{M) such that 
w + K = f{x + N). Like case (i) there exists v G Ha{K) such that w' = (l){z), here 
d( ) = 1. We select y = w + v so that (ii) and (iv) are satisfied. Since 
\ w'R I 
HM{Z) = HM{HZ)) = HM{y'). ( ^ ( ^ ) = l ) and HMIN{X + TV) = HuiK{f{x + 
N)) = HM/K{y + K). Either of the conditions defining this case imphes, HM{y) = a. 
If y fails to be proper with respect to D then we may go to case (i). Because if 
Hmiy + <l>{c)) > a for some c € C we may replace xhy x + c and apply case (i) to 
X + c. It can be deduced now that y satisfies (iii). Again if either of the inequalities 
in (v) holds for some s^ e Sa and c E C, then we replace x by x + c and return 
to case (i). This makes us assume that neither of these inequalities hold for any 
5(1 G Sa and c £ C. This implies y satisfies (v). 
Let A be the subfamily of T consisting of triples {(p, C, D) such that C and D 
are equal and nice. Now A is partially ordered by the natural order. By Zorn's 
lemma we may select the maximal member ((/», C, C) G A. We have to show that 
C = M, then 0 would be desired automorphism. Applying the above arguments we 
may obtain a sequence {(pi,Ci,Di) in T which are extensions of (0,C,C) such that 
(/)i+i|Ct = 01, g{CifC), g{Di/C) are finite and for every i, 
oo oc oo 
A = [JQ^\jDi^\jAi where AeB 
i = l ( = 1 i = l 
where 5 is a family of nice submodules of M such that {0} G B, Bis closed under the 
union of chains and for every Mi G B and M2 C Mi such that M1/M2 is countably 
generated then 3 M3 G B with countably generated Ms/M2-
U A E B then {I!J,A,A) is a member of A {i}) being the extension of 0j's) 
contradicting the maximality of (o, C, C) as il)[A = (p. 
This implies that 6 is the required automorphism. 
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Remark 3.3.5. If A'', K arc almost balanced subinodiiles of totally projecti\'e 
modules M and M' with M/N = M'/K, we may obtain an isomorphism (j) : M -> 
A/' with (f){N) = K. Thus by taking trivial quotients, it is evident that totalh' 
projective modules are determined upto isomorphism by their Ulm invariants. 
Section-4 
3.4. Reduced QTAG-Modules of Ulm type < w 
To study w-summable QTAG-modules and their Ulm invariants we need the 
following: 
Definition 3.4.1. Let M be a reduced QTAG-mod\Ae and a an ordinal number 
such that a <length of M. Let {Niji^^ be a chain of submodules of H^a{M) 
such that Ni is [u + i)-\\ig\\ mH^^{M). If / : H^a{M) -^ H^a{M)/H_,^a+i){^I) 
be the natural homomorphism then {A t^},gw is called a high chain of H^a{M) and 
(/('V<)}te:^ is called a high chain of A/,, = //^a(A^/)///a;(a+i)(M). 
Definition 3.4.2. Let M and A/' be reduced QT^G-moduIes and a an ordinal 
such that Q < length of M, length of A/' and M^, M'^ the a"" Ulm factors of M and 
A/' respetively. Let /; : M^+i -^ ^^'a+h ^ € ^^  be isomorphisms. Then {fi}ieuj is said 
to be compatible if for every ] G u, there exist 
(i) high chains (A^ligu; and {!/; }ie^ of H^(^a+j){M) and H^(^a+j){M') respectively. 
(ii) H^N^ = E ( E 2 : i i ? ) and //„(L]) = E ( E y i ^ ) foi" all i e u*, and 
(iii) {{E"f^}.6-*, ^f e A7} and {{E^^//?}«€.-, t^ ^ e Li} satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(a) For all j e u, if Ni = [j N^ LI = U ^ then //^(iV^) c A^^' and 
(b) For all /; G a;*, y e c^ , r/f ^ ^ = , and d ( ^ \ 
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?,. 
(c) For all i,j € iv it gi '. //^(„+j) (A'/) -^ M„+j and g[ : i/^(„+j)(Af') ^ A/;+ .^ 
are the natural liomoniorphisms, then figi{ulR) = g'j{vjR), fj+igj+i{xjR) 
g^^,i^4n)a,idf,,g,{Nn-^g^iLi). 
Now we prove the following structure theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let M and A/' be reduced QTylG-niodules with atmost a finite 
uuniher of Uhn fac:tors A/Q, MI,--- , A// and A/Q, M[,. .., M[ respectively. Then A/ = 
A/' if and only if there exist isomorphisms fi:Mi-^Ml,i = l,---,l such that 
{/t}i=o ^^  compatible. 
Proof. Let a : A/ -^ A////^2(A/) and /? : A/' -> M'/H^2{M') be natural homo-
niorphisms. Now we define an isomorphism 4>o from M/H^2{M) onto M'/H^2{M') 
such that 0o(a(^i')) = /^ l^ l^ ) for aU i e u*. Taking N/,L] as in Definition 3.4.2 
and using induction, we may construct ip : Q;(A °^) onto P{L^) such that Xx = o:(w J^ 
and u;i = /?(u°). Thus ^|a(7/^(yv°)) = fi\a{H^{N^)). By [Corollary 3.2, 36] there 
exists an isomorphism 0o : M/H^2{M) -^ M'/H^2{M') such that ^o/a{N^) = %[) 
and c>'o|Ai'i = /i-
Next let Q : M -^ M/Huj(k+-2){M) and 13 : A//' -> M'/Hu;{k+2){M') be natural 
homorphisms and 5f = E(^^<i + -^f )> J < '^ and 7^ '^ = E ( ^ i + ^f )> J < ^ for all 
Consider 5^ = (J 5f and T^ = [j Tj" and the isomorphism Vfc : M/H^(k+i)iM) -
M'/H^(^k+i){M') such that V-'fcl-^ '^ fc = /fc- Using induction again we construct an iso-
morphism i) : Q ( 5 ^ ) -^ (3{T!^) such that Xi = a(uf+i) and Wi = /3(w^+^). Thus 
0\a{H^^k+i)S^) = fk+i\P{H^(k+i)S^). By [Corollary 3.2, 36] there exists an iso-
morphism 0;;.^ , : M/H^^^^2){M) -> A/V//^(^+2)(A/') such that ^Pk+i\a{Sl^) = ^p and 
!^t+l|A'4+i = A+i. 
Thus we obtained an isomorphism 0;„i from M onto A '^ proving sufficient part. 
Nec(!ssity is trivial. 
The (;oncei)t of cc'-sununability was defined for abelian groups by Cutler [6]. 
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Here we generalize^ tliis concept for QT AG-modules. 
Definition 3.4.4. Let M 1><> a rediiccxl (^ /f .AC-niodule. Tlien 71/ is said to be LU-
suuunable if there, exists a chain of subnrodules {Ni}icz^ such that each Ni is wi-high 
in M and M = \J N,. 
Remark 3.4.5. For the hniit ordinals aji and i,j E u) a submodule Kj of M is a 
{pi, a + ./)-submodule of M if /v'j is an (a + ./)-high submodule of Hfii{M). 
A submodule K'^ of M is a {3i, (a, w))-snbmodule of M \i K^ = U /C] for some 
chain {A'j} of [pi, o + /)-submodule of M. 
This leads to the following: 
Theorem 3.4.6. A reduced QT^G-module M is a.'-summable if and only if M = 
Y^ Kl for some seciuence {/C^jig^ of [ui, (w, u.'))-submodules of M such that H^j(Kl) C 
Proof. If M is c^-sumniable i.e. there exists a chain {Mi}i^uj of submodules such 
that each 71/, is u;i-high in M and M = (J .1/,. Let Kf be a chain of {u.O, u) + i)-
submodules of A/2 with A'" = A/i and A'" = [j K^. After constructing K^ C Mfc+2, 
let KQ^^ be a {(v{k + 1), djj-submodule of hlk^-i containing H^{K'^) and {K^'^^]i^^ 
be a chain of (,/;(/,• 4- 1). «,' 4- 7;)-submodules of Ak.+i. If /v^+^ = |J A'f+\ then by 
[Theorem 2.3, m] M = ^ /C , 
ifcui 
=> if M is cj-sunnnable then A/ = ^ A'^  with respect to the relation identifying 
H^[KIJ) with a particular basic submodule of K'-J'^. 
Let /, : H_,,{M) -^ H^,{M)lH^i^^,,{M) = A/,, the i'"^ Ulm factor of A/, be 
the natural homomorphism and {Li]iQ^ be a high chain of H^i{M). Consider B^^^, 
the basic submodule of A/j+i and /?(+i, the divisible hull of i?*"*"\ Then /^ "^  may 
be defined as the subdirect sum of M, and D,^i with high chain {fi{Li)}i^^ and 
elements of infiut(> liei":ht of D'^^. 
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The above results and discussifiii give rise to the following: 
Theorem 3.4.7. Let M and M' he ^'-sununable QT^G'-niodules and let Mj and 
M'. be the j " ' Uhn factors of M and M' respectively. Then M and M ' are isomorphic 
if and only if 3 isomorphisms fj : Mj —^  A/j such that {/j};^^. is compatible and the 
high chains generate M and M' respectively. 
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4 
Totally projective QTAG 
modules, their extensions 
and uniformly quasi-
isomorphic families 
CHAPTER IV 
TOTALLY PROJECTIVE QTAG-MODULES, THEIR 
EXTENSIONS AND UNIFORMLY QUASI-ISOMORPHIC 
FAMILIES 
Section-1 
4.1. Introduction 
Chapter four is devoted to the study of totally projective QTAG-mod\Aes, ex-
tensions of bounded modules and uniformly quasi-isomorphic families of QTAG-
modules. Section two deals with the isomorphic, totally projective (5T'.4G-modules 
M M' 
-—, -—-, where N,N' are isomorphic nice submodules of M and M' respectively. 
In fact the height preserving isomorphism between nice submodules is extended to 
the isomorphism from M onto M'. 
Section three deals with the extensions of the bounded QTAG-modules. Here 
the invariants are automorphism classes of bounded submodules of the extending 
module together with a cardinal number representing the cardinality of the minimal 
generating set of a maximal sununand of the extension module. The equivalence of 
epimorphisms is used to establish the main result. 
In Section four we study the families of modules which are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. At last we prove that if A/, M' are the direct sums of countably 
generated reduced QT^lG-modules then M is isomorphic to M' in A/B if their 
corresponding Ulm factors are quasi-isomorphic. 
In Section hve we further generalize the results proved earlier. Here we study 
the conditions under which totally projective modules are isomorphic if and only if 
their Ulm factors are uniformly qua.si-isoiaorphic. 
Section-2 
4.2. Nice Submodules of Totally Projective QTAG-Modules 
III a QTAG-module M, a subinodiile JV C M is nice [Detinition 2.3, 37] if 
Ha{M/N) = {H„{M) + N)/N for all ordinals o., i.e. every coset of M modulo N 
may be represented by an element of the same height. 
To start with we need the following: 
Proposition 4.2.1. In a QT^lG-module M, iV C M is nice in M if and only if 
every coset of N contains an element of maximum height. 
Proof. Suppose every coset of A'^  has an element of maximum height. Assume on 
contrary that A'' is not nice. Let x + N e. M/N such that H^[/x{x + N) > HM{X), 
a; + iV be the coset of minimum height and x be the element of maximum height in 
x + N. Lety + N e M/N such that rff^^^ ' ) = 1 and H(y + N) > H(x) where 
y is the element of maximum height in y + N. Since x + N E. {y + N)R, x — yr + z 
for some r E R, z E N 
=> H{y) < H{x), 
^ H{y) = H{y + N) > if(x), 
which is a contradiction implying that .'V is nice in M. The converse is trivial. 
Remark 4.2.2. 
(i) Direct summands of a QTAG-module are nice, 
(ii) All finitely generated submodules are nice, 
(iii) For every ordinal a, Ha{M) is always nice in M. 
We may recall that x G .r + A'' is the element of maximum height in x + A', then 
X is proper with respect to .V. 
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Proposition 4.2.3. Let TV, K he submodiiles of a QTAG-module M such that K 
is nice in M and N/K is nice in M/K. Then A^  is nice in M. 
Proof. Consider x + JV E M/N. Now HM/N{X + N) ^ H{x + K + N/K) = 
if (x + y + z) for some y e K, z e N and the results follows. 
To study nice modules and totally projective modules in the light of Uhn in-
variants we need the following definitions: 
Definition 4.2.4. For a submodule A^  of a QTAG-module M and an ordinal a we 
define N{a) = {x\ x e M, e{x) < 1, H{x) > a and H{x + y) > a for some y e N}, 
i.e. 
N{a) = Soc(H„{M)) n{N + Ha+i{M)). 
Definition 4.2.5. For a submodule N of QTAG-module M and an ordinal a, the 
a'^ Ulm invariant of M relative to N is defined as 
UM,N) = g(SocH^{M)/{SocH^iM)niHa+,iM) + N))^ [2.8, 38] 
Remark 4.2.6. Soc{Ha{M)) n ('//«+i(M) + N)\ is same as N{a) and if TV = 0, 
UM,N) = fMia). 
Theorem 4.2.7, Let N, N' be nice submodules of QTAG-modules M and AT 
respectively such that M/N and M'/N' are reduced. Let / : A'' —> A'"' be a height 
preserving isomorphism, fa{M,N) = f,^{M',N') and t/^ a '• Soc(//Q(M))/A''(a) -^ 
Soc{Ha{M'))/N'{a) an isomorphism for each a. If x G M, then there are nice sub-
modules K and A'' of M and A</"' respectively and a height preserving isomorphism 
/i : AT —> AT' extending / such that 
(a) K = N + xR 
(b) K/N and K'/N' are finitely generated 
(c) for each ordinal a, 0,^  induces an isomorphism K{a)/N{Q) —)• K'{a)/N''{a) 
(d) UM,K)^UM',K') 
Proof. Consider an element .;: e N which is proi)er with respect to A'' and an 
element y E N snch that d (—- ) > 1 • 
Now Hiy) > H{x) + 1. Let H{x) = /3. 
Case (i). If H{y) > /3 + 1, consider an element z with H{z) > 3 and yR = z'R 
\Z'R) where d. „ z
Then e[x — z) = 1, H{x — z) = /3 and x-z is proper with respect to A''. Therefore 
if '(pfi{x - 2 + N{l3)) = II + N'{i5) then e(u) = I and H{u) = /3 and u is proper with 
respect to A'''. Consider an element w with height greater than (5 and di —— ) = 1 for 
V vR/ 
some V. We define f{y) — v and extend / by sending x to w+u. We put K = N+xR 
and K' = N' + {w + u)R. The submodules A' and K' are nice because /•('/A'', K'/N' 
are finitely generated and N, N' are nice. For the ordinals a(^ /?), /<r(a) = N{a) 
and /(''(a) = N'{a) and V'a induces an isomorphism K{a)/N{a) —>• K'{a)/N'{a). If 
a = /? then x - z G /C(a) and ^pa{x - z + N{a)) = u-\- N'{a) € K'{a)/N'{a). Now 
d{K/N) = 1 and there is a natural epimorphism K/N -> X(Q)/A'(a). Therefore 
g{K{Q)/N{a)) = g(K'(Q)/N''(Q)) = 1 and ij^a induces an isomorphism. Now (d) 
directly follows. 
Case (ii). If H{y) = P + 1. Again consider an element w such that H{w) > j3 
and an element v with di——) = 1. Let f{y) = v. Then H{w) = P becuase 
H{v) = /3 + 1. If H{iv + w')>i3 + i where w' e N', then /f(^[;') = /3 and 
u)' = f{u) where H{u] = [5 and H{;x + u) = /3. Therefore x + a is proper with 
/ ix -{- IL)R\ 
respect to A' and Mix') > /3 + 1 where d[ -^— = 1 . If u; G A''' then w = Q 
\ x'R J 
and H[w) > H{x), thus following case (i) we may infer that w is proper with 
respect to A'". We may extend / by defining f{x) = w. Let K = N + xR and 
K' = N' + wR. U a > P, then x e Ha+i{M) and u + x + N{a) = 0 therefore 
K{a)/N{a) = 0 = K'{a)/N'{a}. If a = P then //(./; + u) = P and /f(x') > p + I. 
Again by case (i) A"(a')/vV(o') = 0 = A''((v)/A''(a) and the result follows. 
Totally projective QTAG-modules may be defined in terms of nice submodules 
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as follows: 
Definition 4.2.8. A reduced Qr.4G-inodule M is totally projective if there is a 
family A of nice subniodules of M such that 
(i) {0} e A: 
(ii) the sum of the subniodules of any subset of A is in A\ 
(iii) ii N,K e A and N/K is countably generated, then there exists L & A with 
L ^ N and L/N is countably generated. 
Remark 4.2.9. Countably generated reduced QT^lG-modules are totally projec-
tive. 
Now we are able to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.2.10. Let M, M' be QTAG-modules and N, N' their nice submodules 
respectively. Let M/N and M'/N' be totally projective and fa{M, N) = / Q ( M ' , A^'). 
Then every height preserving isomorphism il) : N ^ N' extends to an isomorphism 
from M to M'. 
Proof. Let t/^ ^ : Soc{Ha{M))/N{Q} -^ Soc{H^{M'))/N'ia) be an isomorphism for 
every ordinal a. Since M/N and M'/N' are totally projective, there exist famihes 
A, A' of nice submodules of M/N and M'/N' respectively [Definition 2.8]. Let T be 
the family of all height preserving isomorphisms L -^ L', which are the extensions 
of ip such that L/N € A, L'/N' G A' and for each a,ipa induces an isomorphism 
L{a)/N{a) —^  L'{a)/N'{a). Now T contains a maximal element ipo : L ^ L' 
and by assumption the Ulm invariants fa{M,L) = fa{M',L') and by Proposition 
4.2.3 L and L' are nice submodules and for each a, ipn induces an isomorphism 
Soc(//„(M))/L(a) -^ Soc(//,(M'))/L'(a). 
Let M ^ L and x G M, r ^ L. By Theorem 4.2.7 there are nice submodules 
K = L + xR and K' and a height preserving isomorphism K —)• K' extending 
00 such that (/^<v induces an isomorphism A'(Q)/A'(O:) —> K'{a)/N'{a) and hence 
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an isoiiiorphisin A'((v)/.V((v) -> K'{a)/N'{fy). Now K C Li such that Li = K + 
'^xuR, Li/N G A. Again there is a height preserving isomorphism ^mapping 
K + XiiR onto K[ which is an extension of the isomorphism A" —>• K'. Now K[ C 
L\ ~ K[ + YliUiiR with L\IN' G A! and there is a height preserving isomorphism 
A'l -> ATJ + 7/21/? which (wtcnids the previous isomorphism. Now A'l C L2 = Ki + 
f;.;-2i/? with Li/N G ^ . 
( = 1 
This imphes that th(>re is a height preserving isomorphism A'l +Xi2-R + 3"2i-R -^ 
cc 
A'2 extending the previous isomorphism. Now K'2 C L'2 = K'2 + ^  y^iR with L^A''' G 
1=1 
A'. On repeating the process we get a height preserving isomorphism from ULj — 
UA', —>• UL-, extending yo ^^fi satisfying the given conditions. But {ULi)/N G >l 
and {UL'i)/N' G ^ ' . This impUes that L = ^U. Similarly L' = M'. 
Remark 4.2.11. Two totally projective QrAG-modules are isomorphic if they 
have the same Ulm invariants. 
Section-3 
4,3. Extensions of Bounded QTAG-Modules 
Among the QTAG-modules without elements of infinite height the closed mod-
ules [31] and the direct sums of uniserial modules are very significant. For these 
two types of QT^lG-modules, Ulm invariants play a significant role to distinguish 
non-isomorphic modules. In the previous section we characterized totally projecive 
modules in terms of nice submodules although they are the direct sums of uniserial 
modules of arbitrary length. Here we study the modules M for which Hi{M^) = 0 
and M/M^ is closed. These modules form a class of extensions of modules N for 
which //i(yv) = 0. 
Let M he a QrAG-module. To study the extensions by M of 1-bounded QTAG-
module, we consider the family of epimorphisms / : yV —>• M such that Hi{Kev f) = 
0. 
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Definition 4 .3 .1 . In ilic class of cpiuiDipliisms / : N —>• M, / / i ( K e r / ) = 0, two 
(^piiuoiphisms l\ aiul [2 aiv (Hiuiv'alcnit if 3 an isoniorphisui f/; from the domain of 
/ i to the domain of / i and an automorphism '0 of M such that i\fi — f2(j)- This is 
denoted by {ip, (j)) ; f\ = f)-
Renicirk 4.3.2. With /' : .V —> A/ wo associate a cardinal ninnber m ( / ) and a 
submodule A'/ C M sucli tliat 
m ( / ) = y ( K e r / / / / i ( i V ) n K e r / ) 
and 
Kj ^ /(Soc(/V)). 
Definition 4.3 .3 . Two svibuiodules Li and L2 of a QTAG-module M are equivalent 
if 3 an automorphism i'- of .1 / such tliat 0{L\) — L-i. This is dednoted by V' : -^i — 
Li. 
Remark. 4.3.4. If (w,p) ; f\ = fi then ni{j\) — m(/2) and ifj : Kj^ —>• Kj^ i.e. m 
and A' are invariants. We start with the following results: 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let j \ : Ni —> M and fy • N2 -^ M be epimorphisms such 
that Ker / i C Soc(//i(A',;)). i --= 1,2. Let 0 be an epimorphism of M such that 
ix>/i(Soc(yVi)) = /2(Soc(:V2)) and 0 be a map from a /i-neat submodule L of A'^ i 
to N2 such that /20 = c'/i on L. Then (j) may be extended to an epimorphism 
(f) : Ni ^ N2 such that fyO = tpfi-
Proof. Conisder x e //i(.Vi). Now 3 y G Ni such that d(—-] = I. Consider 
\xR/ 
For J V V / I ? / = y' (say). Now 1/ e A'2 and 3 x' e N2 such that d(^-—\ = 1. 
j : e Hi{Ni) we dciine 0*(.i) = ./:'. In order to prove that d* is a homomorphism we 
have to show that <P*{0) = 0. 
Bute(.r) = I for all .r e Soc(.V,), cM^oc{N,)) = /2(Soc(A2)). /2"72(Soc(iV2)) = 
Socf.V,) + K e r / , =- S()c-(.V,j and //i(Soc(.V^)) = 0. 
\ona A~ad /_,,. 
::^^.K"T,^6?:\ 
Siinilaily the map given by ./•' -^ x, is a iiiai) from Hi{N2) to Hi{Ni) and we 
get a two sided inveise for (:>*. Thus cj}* is an isomorphism from Hi{N\) to Hi{\2), 
satisfying /20* = 0/i on //[(A'l). Since L is //.-neat and /20 = 0/i , f?!'* = o on 
Hi{N\) n L = Hi{L). By defining c//(^) = ^(2) for all z e L, we may extend the 
domain of (^* to L + //i(A'i). Now iVi/(L + //i(iVi)) is l-bomided. Consider the 
minimal generating set {.7:^ } of -V|/(^ + ^^i(M)) where Xt G AV Now the elements 
!/i may be selectc^i from A-^  such that (;'fi{x,) = fzilJi)- ^'e Jii'\v define 
c^(.r + Y^XiVi) = (i)*(2) + ^y.Vi 
where 2 e I +// i(A'i) . 
Since hiyii'i) = (/^/i(a:,/',). c + S./-,/-, = 0 suggests that p*(x-r,) =r y[/- where 
=^ 0(2 + Sa:,ri) = 0*(2) + (^*(SxYr,) = <^ *(2 + Sxin) = o*(0) = 0, 
To prove that 0 is one to one consider d{x) = 0, 
=4> f24>ix) = Ipfiix) = 0, 
=> x-GKer/i C//i(A^i)-
The image of 0 contains HilN^) 2 Ker/2 and maps onto J^/ under /2, it must 
coincide with A^ 2-
This implies that 4> is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.3.6. Let Ni, No, M be the QT.AG-modules and / i , /2 the homomor-
phisms from A i^, A2 onto M such that Hi{Kev f]) = 0, z = 1,2 and Ker / i /( / / i(A'i)n 
Ker/i) = Ker/2/(//i(A^2) n Ker/2). Then if u> is an automorphism of iU such that 
ihfi{Soc{Ni)) = /2(5oc(A'2)), there exists an isomorphism (j) : Ni —> A'2 such that 
. / 20=0 / l . 
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Proof. Let Ker/, ^ {Hi{Ni) n Ker/,) © L,;, i = 1,2. Now Li = L2 and being 
diiect suuunaiKls Li me pure iu A';. Therefoie we have A^^ = L, © A^ -. By Lemma 
4.3.5 when L = 0 we may get a map from N[ to N^ which gives the required map 
0 : A'l -> N2 when combined with any isomorphism from L\ to L^. 
Lemma 4.3.7. Let M be a QTAG-inodu\e, m a cardinal luunber and K a sub-
module of Soc(M). Then 3 an epimorphism f : N -^ M such that / / i (Ker/ ) = 0, 
m(/) = m and Kf = K. 
Proof. Consider a QT^IG-module il/° such that Hi{M^) = M and Soc(M°) = 
Soc(M). This is possible because M^ is an extension of M with uniserial modules 
of length one. Again consider a direct sum L of m uniserial modules of length one, 
put N = L® M^/K and define / : A' -> M such that / (x) = 0 for x G L and 
f{xo + K) = yo where XQ e A/° and d(^^) = I. Now x + [XQ + K) e Soc(N) if 
yyoR^ 
and only if yo € K- This implies that f{Soc{N)) = K. 
Again f{x + (XQ + A')) = 0 if and only if yo = 0 and Soc(iU°) = Soc(A/) C 
=> Kerf = L + {Hi{N) n Ker/) and m(/) = g{L) = m. 
An immediate consequence of the above results may be stated as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.8. Let M be a QTAG-module and A the class of extensions by M 
of direct sum of uniserial modules of length 1, i.e. A be the class of epimorphisms 
f : N -^ M such that /fi(Ker / ) = 0. Let A' be the set of submodules of Soc(M), 
the equivalence between / i , /2 € A be a pair {•ip,4>) of isomorphisms such that 
V'/i = f2(1^1 3.nd an equivalence between Ai, A2 G A' be an automorphism tp of M 
such that i>{Ki) = K-i- Then the map which associates to / , the pair {m{f),Kj) 
gives a 1 - 1 correspondence l^etween equivalence classes of elements of A and pairs 
{m{f), Kf) related to the elements of ^ ' . If rn{fi) = m(/2) and ?/) : Kf^ = Kf^, then 
ijj may be hfted to an isomorphism 0 such that (0,0) : / i = /2. If m(/i) = 0 then 
0 can be chosen to agree with any partial lifting of 0 whose domain is /i-neat (or 
neat) submodule of the domain of A. 
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Section-4 
4.4. Uniformly Quasi-isomorphic Families of QTAG-Modules 
Quasi-isomorphic families of abeliaii groups were studied by Ensey [11]. Here 
we generalize some of his very significant results for Q^^G-modules. 
To start with we need the following; 
Definition 4.4.1. Let {-U,} and {.V,} be families of Q^^^G-modules over the same 
index set. These families are uniformly quasi-isomorphic if there is an integer A; > 0 
and for each i G /, submodules M', C M, and A'/ C A^ ; such that Hk{Mi) C M-, 
Hk{N,) C Nl and M^ ^ A'/. 
Remark 4.4.2. Let M and A'^  be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QTAG-modules. If 3 submodules K.L of M and K',L' of M' such that K/L ^ 
K'/L' and M/K, L, M'/K', L' are bounded then the corresponding Ulm factors 
of M and M' are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Lemma 4.4.3. Let M be a reduced Qr.4G-module. Then {M/Nf = M^^/N for 
all /3 < a whenever A^  C .U". 
Proof. For /? = 0, the result holds. Suppose 3 = 1 and x + N e {M/N)\ the first 
Ulm submodule of M/N. Then 3 x„'s such that d[ —^——-— ) = n for each n > 0. 
V (a; -I- N)R I 
Now X + A' = (j.-H + A')?',, and x = j;„/-„, + .(/n G Hn{M), {y-n € N) i.e. x -I- iV € 
M^/N. Now let /9 > 1 and (i\'//A^)^ - AP/N for all 7 < 3. If /? = 7 + 1, then 
(M/yV)'^  = {MyNY = AP+^N = AZ-^ /.V. Suppose ,/? is a limit ordinal. Then, 
{M/Nf = f^iM/Ny = (~]{RP/N) = (f]MA/N = M'^N 
and the result follows. 
Remark 4.4.4. Let M be a reduced QT/lG-niodule and k > 0. Then {M/H''{AP)Y 
MyiP{AP) for 3 < a and {M/H^{.\P))" ^ Hi,{AP). 
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Lemma 4.4.5. Let M he a redufed QTAG-module, a an ordinal and A- > 0. Then 
M/H\hr) has Ulni factors M^^/hV^+' for 3 < a, //fc(iU")/A/"+^ and M'^/M'^+' 
for i3 > a. 
Proof. Let fj<o i.e. /i + 1 < o and by Lenuna 4.4.3 
Since K""/K""^^ = L°'/L'^^^ whenever A' and L are isomorphic QTAG-modules, 
by Remark 4.4.4 
(M/H\Ar)Y/(M/H\hr)Y^ ^ Hk{M")/Ar^^. 
U i3 > a, i.e. 3 = a + S then, 
Lemma 4.4.6. Let A/ be a countably generated reduced QTAG-module of length 
T with Uhn factors A/^. For each a < r, let A/^ ^ = K^® La where /('Q and L^ 
are unbounded whenever Ala, is. Let A/' be a countably generated reduced QTAG-
module of length r with Ulm factors H„^^{Kn) ® L,y, where 0 < Ua < k, k fixed. 
Then M/T ^ A/' for some T C H^{A'I). 
Proof. For r = 0, the result is trivial. If r = 1, A/ is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and the result follows. Assume r > 1 and AIT-I is unbounded if r— 1 exists. 
For each a < T, let L^ = Yl ^'^cui where Alai) is unliounded for 13 ^ a and A/Iaa = 0. 
li<T 
For each a < r, let .4^ and C^ be countably generated reduced QTylG-modules of 
length r whose a"' Ulm factors are //„„(/Cv) and A'<v respectively and whose /3"' 
Ulm factors are A/j„. Now A/ ^ ^ C'„ an<! by Remark 4.4.4 C „ / / / " - ( Q ) ^ A, 
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for each a < T. Let, A = ^ A„. Then M/T ^ A where T = E ^"" (Q ' ) - Now A 
has Uhn factors HnM<<S®^L,,. Hence il//T ^A = M'. 
Now assmuc r — 1 exists and MT-I if^  bounded. For a < r — 1, let L„ be as 
above and AQ lie a countably generated reduced QTAG-module whose Uhn factors 
are Hno{Ko), Mfi,^ for 0 < ;^  < r - 1 and Lr-i- Let Co be a countably generated 
reduced QT^lG-module whose Uhn factors are KQ, Mp^ for 0 < /3 < r - 1 and 
Lx-i- For 0 < o < r — 1 let A^ and Cn be countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules of length r — 1 whose a"^ Ulm factors are Hn^{Ka) and A'^  respectively and 
whose (5^^ Ulm factors, l3 ^  a are M^Q. Let Ar-i and Cr-i be coutably generated 
reduced Q^^G-niodules whose Uhn factors are Mji^r-\ for 0 < J < r — 1 and whose 
(r — 1)"^ Ulm factors are H„^{Kr-i) and Kr-\ respectively. Let A = J2 ^a and 
^ M/T^A^M'. 
Definition 4.4.7. Let A denote the class of QTAG-modules and B denote the class 
of bounded QTAG-modules. For M, M' e A, M is isomorphic to M' in A/B if and 
only if there exist submodules K, L of M and K', L' of M' such that K/L ^ K'/L' 
and M/K, L, M'/K\ V e B. 
Lemma 4.4.8. Let M be a countably generated reduced QTAG-module of length 
T with Ulm factors M^. For each a < r, let MQ = K^® L^ where both Ka,La 
are unbounded whenever Ma is. Let M' be a countably generated reduced QTAG-
module with Ulm factors H„{!<») 8 L^, n > 0. Then M ^ A/' in A/B. 
Proof. Let /i = {a < T \ !<„ and Z/„ are both unbounded}, 
/a = {Q < T I Ka'vs unbounded and L^ is bounded}, 
/s = {ck < r I Af^  is bounded and L„ is unbounded}, 
/] -- {r - 1} if r - 1 exists and A/r-i is bounded, 
otherwise /i = 0. 
GO 
If a e I2, let A',, = K'^ © K'l where both K'^ and A'" are uniiounded. If « € h, 
let L„ = L'^  © L[[ where L', and L" are inibounded. Let /l have Uhn factors CK 
follows: 
H„,iK„)(BLa if a G / i n / 4 , 
H„{H,,)®H„{L',)Q)L';, if « e / 3 . 
Now by Lemma 4.4.G, AZ/T = A for some T C W\M). Let C have Uliu factors 
as follows: 
Hn{K^)®La if a e / i n / 4 , 
H„{K'J®HMO®L„ - Hn{K^)®L,, if Q e/ . , , 
Hn{Ka) ® H„{L'J ® L';^ if a G / 3 . 
Again by Lemma 4.4.6, A/T' ^ C for some T' C //"(A/). 
Let M' have Ulm factors as follows: 
Hn{Ka)eLa if Q e/in/2n/4, 
HM<a)@L'^®K = HniK^)®L^ if a eh. 
Again by Lemma 4.4.6, M'/T" ^ C for some T" C H''{M'). Therefore M ^ M' 
in ^ / S . Let / be the composition M -> M/T ^ A ^ A/T ^ C = M'/T" -^ 
M'/H''{M') ^ Hn{M'). 
The result follows. 
Lemma 4.4.9. Let M be a direct sum of countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules, n > 0 and suppose M has length r. If for each « < r, the a"^ Ulm factor 
Af,v = Ka © AQ, then there is a QA^G-module A'^  such that 
(i) N is a direct sum of countably generated reduced QA/lG-modules, 
(ii) N has Ulm factors H„{K„) © L„, 
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(iii) M^ N mA/B. 
Proof. Let M = Yl ^ A wlicie <j(Xx) < HQ for each A € J. Ler r^ be the length of 
Xx a.ud Xxa its Q"' Uhii factor. For TX < a < r J-Now M^ = V; XA„, for 
each a < T. 
Let X£^, /(';f and Lf be the basic submodules of X^a, A'^  and L^ respectively. 
For each a < T, there is one to one, onto map TT^  : UA'jf^  —)• A'^ f uLf which preserves 
exponents. For A 6 J and (v < TA, we define 
/^ Aa = { 5 ] x / ? | : r e X j f „ , 7 r , (x )GA' f} . 
U . - {5;^:r i?i .7:eXf„ 7r„ (x)GLf} . 
If TA < a, let A'A« = Lxa = 0. Then Xxa = Kxa ® Lxa- E AAC. = Ka and 
2 ^ ^Aa - La- L e t y^Aa = Hn{Kxa) ® -^Aa-
AeJ 
Then 5^ ^^  is countably generated and if a < TX, Yxa is unbounded except for 
^A.T;,-! if TA - 1 exists. Let I'A be a countably generated reduced QT-AG-niodule 
of length Tx and with Ulni factors V'AQ. By Lemma 4.4.6, there is an epimorphism 
/A : XA —>• HniYx) such that Ker/A is bounded. Let N = '^ Yx- Then there is an 
AeJ 
epimorphism f : M ^ Hn{N) such that Ker/ is bounded by the same bound, 
^ i\/ ^ iV in A/B, 
=» A' is a direct sum of countably generated modules with Ulm factors Hn{Ka)®La. 
Lemma 4.4.10. Let M be a direct sum of countably generated reduced QTAG-
modules. let M^ be the Ulm factor of M having length r. Then there is a reduced 
QT/lG-module TV such that 
(i) iV is a direct sum of countably generated reduced QT.4G'-modules, 
(ii) N has Ulm factors M^, © U where U is a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
length one, o < r, 
(iii) M 5^  N ill A/B. 
Proof. Let, .1/ = J ] Xx where g{Xx) < ^o for all X E J. Let TX be the length of 
Ae,/ 
XA and A'^ a its a"^ Ulni factor. Then ilf^ v = Yl ^A«- ^^ O^ ' ^ ^ J and « < TA, let 
AeJ 
Kj^ j^ ^ A'AO ® f/, where U is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length one. If 
Tx < o < r, let Yxa = 0 and Yx be the countably generated reduced QT^IG-module 
of length Tx and Ulm factors Yxa, « < TX- For a < T, let J^ — {X G J \ Xxa 7^  0}. 
Then g{Mn)Ho = #(JQ)KO foi' a < r. Let /V = X] ^A- Then A^  is a direct sum of 
AGJ 
countaljl}- generated reduced QTAG-modules whose a'^ Ulm factor is 
XGJ AS./ AeJ AGJ S(A/Q) 
By Lemma 4.4.9, A'^  is isomorphic (in A/B) to the direct sum of countably 
generated QT^^AG-modules whose Ulm factors are Ma®Hi \ Yl, ^) ~ ^^o,\ namely, 
N ^ M is A/B. 
Lemma 4.4.11. Let M and A' be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QT/lG'-modules whose corresponding Ulm factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Let M and A' have the same length r and Ulm factors Ma and Na respectively. 
Suppose /A/„(0) = g{Ma) > ^^ o and /A'^(O) = g{Na) > KQ for each a < T. Then 
there exist direct sums of countably generated reduced QTAG-modules K and L 
with Ulm factors Ka and La respectively such that 
(i) /K-a(O) = g{Ka)g{La)^Q - / L „ ( 0 ) for each a < r, 
(ii) M ^ K in A/B, 
(iii) A' ^ L in A/B. 
Proof. Let 
/, = { a < r | g{M„) == g{Na)}, 
h = {n < r i g{M,/)<g{Na)}, 
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and 
/, =. {n <T\ fj{N„) <g{M,)}. 
Time is an intet>,ei- A- > 0 and for each n < r, subniodules A^ C Ad^ and 
a, C A;, snf:h tliat Hk{-^L) ^ .4,,, H^,{N„) C C„ and A^ ^ C,,. Thus g(N^) < 
!l{M„) > g{H,{H,{N,M: for n G Z. and <i{AU) > y(.V,) > g{H,{Hk{Ma))M-
a e /,{. If fv G /2 vv(> write iV,> = N'^ ® y] [/ where U is the direct sum of uniserial 
3(A/a) 
modules of length on(>. If a G /s we write M,, = M'^® Yl ^• ^3' Lemma 4.4.9 there 
is a direct sum of countably genereted reduced QT^G-modules K whose Ulm factors 
A;, are M„ for n G hUh and Hu{Hk{hQ) ® E U iox a e h such that il/ ^ K 
in >l//3. Similarly there is a direct sum of countably generated reduced QTAG-
niodules L whose Ulm factors L^ are A',^  for a G hUh and Hk{Hk{N'^)) 8 Y. ^ 
g{hU) 
for tt G 1-2 and L ^ A' in ^ / S . For a G /i6'/2, //.-JO) = ^(A^) = g{K^). 
For n G / . j , 
.7(-Va) > //v.(0) < g{K^) < g{H,{H,iAO) + g{N,) 
< g{AQ+g{N,,) < g{K)+g{N^). 
Now g{AU > Ko and g{N.,) > KQ, thus g{K,) = A',(0) = mm{g{AQ,g{Na)) 
for o: < r. Similarly /XL^) = /^ .^ .(O) = min(,9(A/a),p(A^a)) foi" a < r. It now follows 
that /K-JO) = g{KMLa)^o = / L . ( 0 ) for o < r. 
Lemma 4.4.12. L(^ t A/ and A' be direct sums of countably generated reduced 
QT.4G'-inodules. Th(>n AI = A' in A/B if and only if their corresponding Ulm 
factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose that the corresponding Ulm factors of A/ and A' are uniformly 
ciuasi-iscmiorphic. Let A/,^  and A ,^ be the a''' Ulm factors of AI and A'^  respectively. 
If AI has Icngt h r and .V has IcMigth r +1 then Av is bounded, N/Nr is a direct sum of 
countablv generated 07\46'-modnles and M ~ N in A/B if and only if A/ = AVAv 
in A/B. Moreov(>r the corresponding Ulm factors of A/ and A /^A> are uniformly 
(il 
(luasi-isoinorphic. Without , loss of gcnicralit.y wc may H.ssume t h a t M and A'^  have 
tlio sanio leiigtli r . Bv L(Miiina 4.1.10, t,lK>i(^  (>xist d i iect sums of covmtably genera ted 
reduced C^7"/l6'-modules K and L such thai, A' has Ulm factors A/,^® 'S^ U, L has 
,<n.^ /„) 
Ulm factors A» ® T U, M ^ K in A/B and N^ L in ^ / Z 5 . 
.'y(.v„l 
By Remark 4.4.2 the Ulm factors of A/ and K (N and L) are uniformly ciuasi-
siomorphic, 
=> Ulm factors of K and L are uniforndy cjuasi-isomorphic. 
Since M = A' in A/B if and only if K = L in A/B. Therefore we may assume 
that f^tJO) = (i{M<Mo aud /.v,.(()) = .y(.V„)Ko for each a < r . By Lemma 4.4.11 
we may assume that ./'.Ua(0) = 'j{-^hi)fl{'^D'^o = /.'\v,(0) for each a < r . There is an 
integer k > 0 and for each a < T. 3 submodules 5^ C A/^ and T„ C A'^ ^ such that 
Hk{Ma) C Sa, Hk{Xa) ^ T'Q ^ud 5^ = T^,- Tlicreforc by Theorem 2.4.5 for each 
a < T and all integers n > 0 and /• > 0 
and 
Now 
E ./A/I" + ^^  + .i) < 'EfN(n+j) 
J=0 j=0 
A4 = iU„,„ e A/„,i a • • • © A4,2/t 
( / ) 
and 
Na = A ; ,o®A^ ,va©- - - eAv2 t , 
where H,{Ma.o) = A;,,U, / / ^ . ^ I (A / , , , I ) ^ A',,!, • • • , A^,^. ^ A'^ ,;,., A4,fc+i ^ Hi{N^,k+i) • 
Ma,2k = Hk{N,,_2k) for each n < r. 
Now by Lenuna 4.4.9 the result follows. 
T h e o r e m 4 .4 .13 . Let M and A' t)e direct sums of countably generated reduced 
C^r/lG'-modules. Thon M 5^  A' in A/B if and only if there; is an integer A- > 0 such 
that for all ordinals o and integers /• > 0, the ine([ualiti('s 
(35 
;• r+2k 
.y=() i = 0 
hold. 
Proof. Suppose the iuecinahties liold. Let iU,^  and A^ be the a'"' L'hu factors of .1/ 
and N respectively. Then for each ordinals n and ?• < 0 
r 
^fMAn + k + :i) = J2f'^f('^^ + '^ + ^ ' + J) 
r+2k r4--2k 
J=0 i=0 
Similarly 
r r+2fc 
X^/.v„(n + ^ ' + .'/) < 5]/.!/.("-+7)-
./-() j = o 
Since A/, .V are the direct sums of uniserial modules 3 subniodules 5 C M and 
T C A^  such that H^iM) C 5, H^{N) C T and S^T. Therefore the corresponding 
Ulm factors of M and A^  are uniformly quasi-iomorphic. By Theorem 4.4.12 .1/ ^ A' 
in A/B. 
For the converse consider Ha{M) and Ha{N) which are isomorphic in A/B, 
=^ Hn{M) and Ha{N) satisfy the inequalities. 
Since k is the same for each a and / A / ( « + n) = ///,^ (A./)(n.) the result follows. 
Section-5 
4.5. Ulm Factors of Uniformly Quasi-isomorphic Families 
In this section we extcnid the r<>sults of Section 4.4 to tlu; (4ass of totally pro-
jectiv(! modules. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Lot M and A^  he totally projective modules. Then M is quasi-
isoinor})hic to A^  if and only if there exists an integer A; > 0 such that for all integers 
n > 0 and r > 0. 
E / A / ( " + J ) < ' E /A'(n + ./) ' 
J=0 j = 0 
} in 
' E / A - ( " + J ) < 'Zhfin + J) 
7=n 1=0 
and 
/ M ( « ) == /A'(a) for ah a > u {II) 
We have shown in Chapter 2 that if M and A'' are QT.AG-niodules then the 
condition (I) holds if M is quasi-isoniorphic to A^ . In Theorem 2.4.7 we have proved 
that if M. N are QTAG-modules such that M/H^{M) and .\/H^{M) are decom-
posable then condition (I) and the condition that H^{M) = H^{N) are necessary 
and sufficient conditions in order that M~N. If M and N are totally projective 
then M/Hu,{M) and N'/H\j{N) are direct sums of uniserial modules. Now condition 
(II) and Theorem 4.4.13 imply that H_^.{M) = H^{N). 
In order to pro\'e ovu' main theorem we need the following lemmas: 
A and B are same as defined in Section 4.4. 
Lemma 4.5.2. Let M and N be totally projective QT"AG-modules. If M = N 
in A/B, then the corresponding Ulni factors of A/ and A'' are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4.12, reduced (5r.4G'-niodules M and A^  are isomorphic in 
A/B if condition (I) of Theorem 4.5.1 holds for M^ and A^ ^ (for all ordinals a) with 
fixed k. Since M„ = H^^{M)IH^,,^^^{M) and H^^{M) is totally projective. This 
implies that M^ and JV„ are direc.t sums of uniserial modules. Therefore by Theorem 
4.4.12, corresponding Ulm factors of M and N are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Lemma 4.5.3. Let M 1)0 totally projcictive QTAG-modu\e of length r. For a < r, 
lot yU,i = 5,, ©7";, wluu'o fiu//(7"'„) - tin^/(iU,j. Let A' be totally projective such 
that for all a <T, JV,» = Hk{S,^) © T„ for some fixed integer k > 0. Then M ^ N 
in A/6. 
Proof. Since the Uhn invariants of M,^ are the Uhn invariants of //,u^ (.1/) for n < u;. 
But ///^,,(A/)(7i) = fMi^'CL + n) therefore / A / J " ) = /Af(wa + n), n < u. 
^ g{Ma) = y / A / ( J ) and fin^(Mv) = inin V /A/(/3). 
Now we may write 
j^a</j<^'(a+l) ^rt+?i</3<aj(a+l) 
fin5(iU„) > ^ g{Mf,). 
Q</3<r 
Since fin(/(ra) = fin g(iV/a), such an iV exists and TQ may be written as T^ = 
Y, Mvd when finp(7l/aj) = finp(iUa). 
a<)3<T 
Again there exist totally projective modules {Z/a}f^ <T- with Ulni factors (Lc)/? = 
M^„ for all /3 < a; (L^ja = 5^ and (LQ)-^ = 0 for /? > Q. Since direct sums of 
totally projective Q^AG-modules are totally projective, ^ Lc^ is totally projective 
aud thus M = ^ L^ because the>- have same Ulm factors. For all Q < r, let 
a.<T 
Ka = La/H\Ll). By Lemma 4.4.3, 
Since La is totally projective H^^{Ka) is also totally projective. Again by 
Lemma 4.4.3, 
KJH^AK.) = {LJH\LI))ILIIH'[LI) ^ LJLI 
and Ka/H^^{Ka) is totally projective, 
=> K,i is totally projective. 
By Lenuna 4.4.5 A'„ has Ulm factors (I,^)j for -J ^ a and {Ka)a = i/fc(L^)/L^+^ : 
I-{k{{L,,),;} = //A-(5,0- Let K' = ^ /C. and A = E ^^'(•^'a)- Then /\ is totally pro-
jective and since M ^ ^ L„, M/A ^ A^ Since .4 is bounded M ^ A" in A/3. But 
(>8 
tlie b'liii fiutors of A' ai(^  sauie as the Ulm factois of A'^ , K = X in A/B. Therefore 
M = N ill A/B. 
Lemma 4.5.4. Let M be a totally projective QTAG-module of length r and for 
n < T, let M,y = 5',v © T„. Let A'^  he a totally projective QTAG-module such that 
for all (V < r, A'^  = //A.(5,,) © T^ for some fixed integer k > 0. Then iU ^ A' in 
Proof. From the above discussion the existence of such an A' is ensured. 
Let 
h = { « < r i finp(r„) = ^ng{Ma}, 
I, = {a<T \ fill g{T^) < fin5(M«}. 
Now for a G h, fin(/(5a) = fin^(.^/a). Thus, let S^ = S'^eS'^ where fin^(5;) = 
fin(/(5'^) = fing(S'a). Consider the totally projective QTAG-module N' with the 
Ulm factors A'^  = H^{Sa) ® T^ for aU a e h, K = Hk{S'J © 5^' © T^ for all Q € h-
By Lemma 4.5.3 M = N' in >1/,B and A'' ^ A^  in A/B. Therefore M ^ A' in A/B. 
Theorem 4.5.5. Let M and A^  be totally projective. Then M = A'' in A/B if and 
only if their corresponding Ulm factors are uniformly quasi-isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose the corresponding Ulm factors of M and A' are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. Suppose length of A/ is r and length of A^  is greater than or equal to 
T + L Since Nr^Mr{= 0). A^^ is bounded and thus the length of A'' is r -I- L Since 
AV is bounded, M ^ N in A/B if and only if M S N/Nr in A/B. Now X/Nr has 
t>'pe T and is totally projective. The corresponding Ulm factors of M and X/Nr are 
uniformly quasi-isomorphic since the Ulm factors of A'' and X/NT agree except at 
the r"' place. By uniform quasi-isomorphism, there exists an integer k > 0 and for 
all a < T submodules S,, C A/„, T„ C A'^  such that Hk{Ma) Q Sa, HkiX^) Q T^ 
and Sn = ?». Thus for each a condition (I) holds for M^ and A^ -^ Therefore for 
n < r, 
(i!) 
and 
An - K,j> <3 N„,i iB • • • N»:2k 
whore //,.(Af„,o) = -'V„,o, / / , - , ( i U „ , i ) ^ A',, , , • • • , A/^,^ ^ A^„,,., A4,,.+i S H,{N^,k+i), 
A/a,2A- = / /A: (A^ , , , , , ) -
Again by Leniiua 4.5.4 A/ = A^  in >4/-B. 
1 he ajuveise (Urectly foUow.s from Leaiina. 4.5.2. 
Theorem 4.5.6. Let A/ and A' 1)0 totally projective. Then M = N in A/B if and 
only if there exists an integer A' > 0 such that for all ordinals a and integers r > 0 
r + A- r+-2k r+k r~2k 
J=k .1=0 j=k j = 0 
Proof. Suppose the condition holds that is there exists k > 0 such that for each a 
and integers r > 0, n > 0 
r~k r + k r+2k r+2fe 
j=k ]-=k i = 0 j = 0 
and 
r+k r+2k 
=» A/„ and A^ ,j satisfy condition (I) for all a and a fixed k. By Theorem 4.4.12 and 
Theorem 4.4.13 the corresponding Ulni factors of A/ and A'' are uniformly quasi-
isomorphic. 
Now l)y Th(>oreni 4.5.5 A/ ^ N in A/B. 
The converse is trivial. 
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